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NuclearArms Reduction
'Only Course of Action'
Seen by Nobel Laureate
Judy Nakamura
Kelly Gibbs

Srt!W..:IIter

Two UNM students prance forward to deliver their gratitudes to Keyo Meyreles. The traveling minstrel entertained a large crowd yesterday on the mall. K eyo finished his perfomance with the audience
yelling, ''Stay in New Mexico, we need the talent, "and, "Keyo for Mayor!"

Religious Celebrations Featured
In Upcoming MuseuiTI Exhibition
To see any of the fiestas
celebrated in the Tarascan Indian
village of San Juan Nuevo, Mexico,
you would normally have to travel
to the mountain community in
Michoacan, but the University of
New Mexico's Maxwell Museum of
Anthropology has recreated a lifesized sample of the Mexican town
and five of its religious celebrations
in a major new exhibit that opens
Nov. 15.
"Fiestas of San Juan Nuevo:
Ceremonial Art from Michoacan"
was produced with funding from
the National Endowment for the
Humanities. The public opening
will begin at l p.m.
Opening day activities will include demonstrations of backstrap
loom weaving, mask carving,
candle making and embroidery by
four artists from Michoacan, The
artists will also help make
ceremonial art pieces for the exhibit
and oversee final installation of
them in the exhibit prior to the
opening.
Distinguished guests expected to
attend the opening will include
Cuauhtemoc Cardenas, governor

of Michoacan; the mayor of
Morelia and representatives of the
Michoacan tourism department and
the. state's arts and crafts agency.
The people of San Juan Nuevo
invest great amounts oftime, effort
and
money
in
religious
celebrations. Extravagant displays
of flowers, fireworks, candles and
fruit and paper decorations are
made for celebrations to honor
their Catholic saints.
Dr. Mari Lyn Salvador, project
director at Maxwell and a UNM
anthropology professor, said, "We
wanted to do an exhibition that
dealt with the study of religious
ritual in a way that would support
teaching in the anthropology
department and would be relevant
to the general public in New
Mexico."
To help make the exhibit relevant
and available to the public,
Maxwell received planning and
implementation· grants totalling
$111,168
from
the NEH.
Additional support has been
provided by the UNM Latin
American Institute, the New
Mexico Partners of the Americas,

the Maxwell Museum Association,
the Albuquerque Public Schools
and the Archdiocese of Santa Fe.
What Salvador and the Maxwell
Museum staff have done is to
recreate
architecturally,
culturally and artistically - a lifesize reproduction of San Juan
Nuevo. Ceremonial art from five of
the 15 yearly religious celebrations
observed in the community are
installed in reconstructions of the
homes and chapels that would
normally be seen in at a San Juan
Nuevo fiesta.
"The ceremonial art collection
for the exhibit Was made by Dr.
Joyce Bishop with funds provided Manuel Franco
by
the
Maxwell
Museum
Association," Salvador said. "Dr.
The ASUNM Elections comBishop is the guest curator. She did mission has apparently decided that
field research in San Juan Nuevo the Students for Students slate did
for her doctorate in anthropology not exceed the campaign spending
form the University of California at limit during the ASUNM cam•
Berkeley. Her study of the ritual paign. Meanwhile, the search
cycle is now the basis ·for our continues for a missing metal box
exhibit."
containing the ballots and signature
Salvador said the ceremonial art lists used in last week's ASUNM
collection is important because it is election.
a complete, documented collection
Angela Silva, the ASUNM:
continued on page 3 Senate's representative on the
commission, reported at Wednesday's Senate meeting that the
commission had voted that the SFS
slate, whose 10 members were all
elected to the Senate, spent only
$748.22, under the $'750 spending
allowed the slate.
A discussion concerning SFS'
Map sources and other government publications, with an em- expenditures took place Tuesday
phasis on energy sources will be between commission members Silva
coordinated by Charles Seavey, and Penelope Wronski, ASUNM
head of government publications Vice President Bill Littlefield and
Lobby Committee
and maps. Selections of South- ASUNM
western music will be displayed by Chairman Michael Gallegos.
Jim Wright, coordinator of the Gallegos and Littlefield were
Pine Arts Library. Rare books and speaking on behalf of the slate.
Littlefield agreed that two
archives will be displayed by Don
F'arren, head of special collections, printing runs of bookmarkers for
$22.70 and $16.80 made last
Clark said.
Tuesday and Wednesday were
Displays may be viewed ftom 9 made too late to be included on the
a.m. to 4:30p.m. Demonstrations slate's campaign statement.
This brought the slate's exof services for the visually hartdicapped will be repeated penditures to $169.41 and left it
subject to a fine of up to $199.70.
throughout the day, Clark said.

Legislative Day Scheduled Friday to Show
Library Aids for Handicapped, Businesses
Gretchen Palsay
The University of New Mexico
libraries will participate in a
campus-wide Legislative Day on
Friday.
. .
Legislators have been invited to
the university to vieW varioUS
departments, in addition to the
libraries, Alice Clark, . assistant
dean of readers' services and
coordinator of library participation
in Legislative Day, said. . .
Library lflaterials will be on
display for the legislators and for
the general public, she said.
Services for the visually handicapped will be oil display in the

lobby of Zimmerman Library,
featuring demonstrations of . the
Kurzweil Reading Machine and the
Visualtek closed-circuit television,
Clark said. A Braille dictionary and
writer will also be on display.
, . . ... . .
.
..
Servtces. for the b~smess. commumty. wdl be. on dtsplay .m the
west "Ytllg of Ztmmerman Ltbrary,
coordmate~ by. Beverly Mor.eno,
referenc~ ltbr~nan. Small bus mess
ta~ servtces Wttl be featured, Clark
satd.
A three• part preserttation on New
Mexicana :~nd Southwestern
materials will also be displayed ill
Zimmerman Library.

A Nobel Laureate, participating
at the University of New Mexico
during the nationwide Nov. 11
Convocation on the Threat of
Nuclear War, warned that the
reduction of nuclear arms, not a
buildup, was the only possible
course of action for the United
States and the Soviet Union to
pursue.
"Nuclear war is horrible beyond
belief ... but 100 million dead is
not the main thing," said 1967
Nobel Prize-winner Hans A. Bethe,
Professor Emeritus of Physics at
Cornell University. He said in a
press conference the medical
consequences of the attack is the
primary concern. "Hospitals would
be destroyed, doctors and nurses
killed. Few people can visualize
this,'' he said.
UNM was one of 145 universities
nationwide to participate in the
convocation. Because of the caliber
of the speakers, UNM was one of
six major focal points in the nation,
said Kevin Cahill, coordinator of
the activities.
He said he felt student participation in the activities was
"generally . good. People realize
nuclear war was one of the great
threats to mankind."
Bethe, who received the Nobel
Prize for his work in atomic and
nuclear physics and for his applications of nuclear physics to
astrophysics, said in the event of a

nuclear war economics and transportation, as well as people, would
crumble almost immediately.
Bethe also said the chief aim of
foreign policy should be to avoid ·
and prevent nuclear war.
Endorsing a statement from the
Federation of American Scientists,
Bethe said, "Our nation ought not
base its policy on the belief it can
limit, win or survive a nuclear
war."
He said "the oniy thing to get us
out of an arms race is arms control
and
negotiations ... in good
faith."
In another lecture, Dr. Paul B.
Beeson, M.D., Professor Emeritus
of Medicine at the University of
Washington in Seattle, disclaimed
himself as an expert on nuclear
physics but said he was a "concerned physician," apprehensive
about a war that would "affect the
entire planet."
A member of the Physicians for
Social Responsibility, a group of
medical professionals concerned
about the medical hazards of
nuclear weapons and nuclear war,
Qeeson said, "The plain fact
is ... medical services would be of
no use in the event of all-out use of
nuclear weapons."
He said he and his colleagues
want to inform the public about
those consequences, who in turn
could ''force politicians to get off
the course we are heading now,"
that of nuclear arms buildup.
The biggest obstacle .PSR is
continued on page 3

Missing Election Ballots
Re01ain Undiscovered
But Littlefield and Gallegos
convinced Wronski and Silva that
although $29.68 was spent on film
and processing, only the cost of the
II photographs used in the slate's
brochures should be included in the
campaign statement. This brought
the film and processing costs to
$4.43 and the total expenditures to
$744.22, under the spending limit.
On Tuesday, no official action
was taken by the commission on
whether SFS did overspend. But
Silva said after Wednesday's Senate
meeting that the commission voted
3-0, the third vote being that of
commission Chairman Elven
Romero, that the slate did not
exceed the campaign spending
limit.
Wronski said Wednesday that
she was not sure whether a vote was
actually taken concerning the SFS
expenditures.
Meanwhile, nothirtg new has
· developed concerning the ballot
box found missing Tuesday,
Romero said. The box was found
missing after the commission voted
to allow the New Mexico Daily
Lobo to photocopy the signature
lists, minus student social security
numbers, that students signed
beforevoting.
ASUNM Secretary Laura
Delwiche said the last time she saw
the ballot box was Monday af·
terno011. She said she left the
continued on page 3
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Stock Market Report
NEW YORK- Stocks rallied in
the final hour Wednesday with the
help of some large investors to post
a small gain in relatively slow
Veterans' Day trading.
The Marathon Oil-Mobil Corp.
takeover battle and its offshoots of
merger speculation concerning
other energy issues attracted most
of the trading Ooor spotlight.
The Dow Jones industrial
average, which lost 1.23 points
Tuesday, managed to gain 3.14
points to 857,12 after trading in a
narrow range throughout th.e dull

session.
Th.e New York Stock Exch.ange
index rose 0.12 to 71.54 and the
price of an average sh.are increased
five cents. Advances edged declines
763-725 among the 1914 issues
traded.
Big Board volume totaled 41.92
million shares, down from the
45.83 million turned over Tuesday.
Composite volume of NYSE
issues traded on all U.S. exchanges
and over the counter at 4 p.m. EST
totaled
48.13
million shares
compared with 61.27 million traded
Tuesday.
The American Stock Exchange
index rose 1.50 to 322.36 and the
price of a share rose seven cents.
Declines squeezed advances 282-257
among the 729 issues traded.
Volume totaled 3.66 million shares

-Nuclear------

by United Press International

continued (rom page 1
facing is what Beeson called "the
phenomenon of denial.''
"Most people simply do not wish
to speak or think about such a
frightful subject," he said,
The flip side of the same coin is
the group of people who m11st
constantly work in and ·around the
possibility of nuclear war, He said
those people are immune, for the
most part, to the prospect of
warfare. "They've lost the
'denial,"' he said,
Beeson said what is needed is "an
intensive effort by the United States
and the Soviet Union to get
together and find out what has each
other suspicious."
He suggested to the crowd of
about 150 people that a nuclear
arms race freeze is necessary, with
the ultimate intent of reduction in
existing weapons arsenals and in the

Double Eagle V Weathers Storms

The balloon is C<!ptained by Ben
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.- The
giant helium-filled balloon Double Abruzzo. Also on board were Larry
Eagle V, soaring from a night of Newman and Ron Clark, both of
storms into clear weather, crossed Albuquerque, and Rocky Aoki, the
compared with 5.27 million the international dateline Wed- owner of a Ji~p!lnese restaurant
Tuesday.
nesday and approached the halfway chain.
The National Association of mark of its flight across the Pacific
Securities Dealers' NASDAQ index Ocean.
The 160-foot-tall balloon was
of OTC stocks gained 0.15 to
slowed Tuesday by a series of
200.05.
The four-man crew, which in- storms that deposited up to 200
On the trading floor, Marathon cludes two of the three New Mexico pounds of ice on the airship,
Oil, the fourth most active NYSE- balloonists who crossed the forcing it down to a less than
listed issue, rose 2/4 to 84. Mobil Atlantic Ocean three years ago, was optimal altitude.
stock slipped% to 24 'A.
trying to become the first to cross
Amerada Hess, which soared 5 the Pacific in a balloon.
At daybreak, however, the
7/8 points Tuesday on speculation
Meantime, the third transMarathon may make a tender offer Atlantic
balloonist,
Maxie weather cleared, and the balloon
for the company, was the third Anderson of Albuquerque, planned rose to an altitude of 16,000 feet
most active issue, off 2 3/8 to 28 to be in India this month to resume and picked up speed to 94 mph.
"They went through some small
3/8 after an opening block of an interrupted around-the-world
storms
and light rain and had ice on
250,000 shares at 27%.
balloon flight with Don lda of
the
balloon,"
said flight spokesman
INA Corp., which has agreed to Longmont, Colo.
Bill Woodward. "For a while, they
merge into a new company with
The Double Eagle V, whiFh took were even in some snow, but now
Connecticut General, was the most
off
for the trans-Pacific attempt the weather picture looks good."
active NYSE-listed issue, rising 3 to
Monday
from Nagashima, Japan,
49 5/8 with blocks of 377,400
Besides slowing the trip, the
shares and 100,000 shares, both at had covered more than 2100 miles
storms
also altered the flight path
of
its
proposed
6000-milc
flight
by
48!4, and 377,400 shares at 49!4.
early
Wednesday,
said
a
spokesman
to
the
south,
Woodward said the
Connecticut General rose 3 7/8 to
Double Eagle was expected to reach
at the flight control center.
56'/4.
Exxon was the second most
active issue, off 3/8 to 30 after
blocks of 130,000 shares and
100,000 shares, both at 30.
On the Amex, Dome Petroleum
WASHINGTON -Budget cuts Services Secretary Richard Schwas the most active Amex issue, off
'A to 11. Francana Oil & Gas already in effect will cost the weikcr says.
followed, up I 7/8 to l6Y2. The government the services of 200
In a confidential letter to budget
company said it could not explain doctors it put through school and director David Stockman outlining
the rise in its stock. Houston Oil could jeopardize health and safety his preliminary
1983 budget
progr<tms, Health and Human
Trust was third, up3/8 to 18 3/8,
requests and cuts in benefit
programs, Schweiker asked for
partial restoration of severe 1982
cutbacks throughout the Public
Health Service.
The letter was sent late last
month and disclosed Wednesday.

the U.S. coast near San Luis
Obispo, Calif., before dawn
friday.
Woodward said if the primary
night objective of crossing the
Pacific is successful, the crew will
decide whether to land or continue
across North America and the
Atlantic Ocean and into Europe.
Abruzzo,
Newman
and
Anderson flew the Double Eagle II
from Maine to France in the fir~t
trans-Atlantic balloon crossing in
August of 1978.
Anderson and Ida launched their
balloon, the Jules Verne, from
Egypt last spring, but were forced
to land in India when equipment
problems prevented the balloon
from gaining enough altitude to
cross the Himalaya Mountains
safely.

continued from page 1

Mari Lyn and Vernon Salvador,
both professional photographers,
made two trips to San Juan Nuevo
to observe fiestas and to do
documentary photography for the
exhibit. They were accompanied by
staff members from the Maxwell
exhibition department and by guest
curator Bishop.

Budget Could Hurt Public Health

WE'RE PROUD OF OUR BURGER BASKET

I

f you're thinking about a thick, juicy
hamburger made with a quarter pound of
pure 100% beef, gamished with plenty of
lettuce, tomato, red onion, pickle and special
dressing, topt>e<J with a sesame seed bun and
delivered In a bed of hot crispy French fries •
you're thinking about our own Burger Basket,
made for you dally at the Sidewalk Cafe
In the New Mexico Union, We're
proud of our Burger
Basket. We use the best
ingredients we can find
Ill
and put them together
fresh for you - at a very
tasty price: $1.59

100% beef, of course. Then, we'll add the
Special of the Day, serve It up on a Salt Water
fr~nch Hard Roll, gamlsh with lots of fresh
lettuce, tomato and sweet red onions and
nestle it in Wth hot french fnes and crtspy
sklncredlbles (fried potato Skins). Ail for the
special low pnce of $1.791 Here's the menu
of Dally Specials:
MONDAY

't!~ll~t~~~f~i;~~~~eWEDNESDAY
Burger with hot Green Chili

NEW! DAILY BURGER
BASKET SPfCIAl5

N

ow we're offering a
·
different Burger Special
each day. We'llstart With
the same quarter pound of lean

GOOD!

Monterey Cheese Burger
with Sauteed Onions
THURSDAY
Cheese Burger with
Chili Con Carni!
FRIDAY

Pizza Burger
the Dally Burger
~-""'' Specials at
the Sidewalk Cafe.
You'll find taste-tempting
variations you can enjoy ENery
··· day • at an unbeatably low price·
and it's all here at the New Mexico
Union. The best food, the best
selec!lon, the best prices.

New Mexico union Food service

state or local clinic in a doctor•short
area.

Unless the money is found, the
doctors wili be released from their
obligation to work in the corps in
areas that are short of doctors, Schweiker said. The areas range from
city ghettos to sparsely populated
rural sections.
"We should not permit the
government's prior investment in
these individuals to be lost," Schweiker said.
Under the program, doctors are
required to work a year for the
government for each year they
received a federal scholarship. They
can work for a federal clinic, or a

The secretary also asked an
additional $68 million for Head
Start to ensure 1982 cuts are not a
"first step toward a gradual
deterioration" of the pre-school
program. The extra money would
come out of other social programs,
most of which would not be increased next year, he said,

Among Schweiker's requests are
$9 million for the current fiscal year
to pay salaries of 200 National
Health Service Corps doctors, who
attended medical school on
government scholarships. Last
year, such scholarships amounted
to about $63 million.

Students leaving the theater
"powerful,"
called the
film

uscary,"

qdisgusting''

and

"horrifying.'' "The prospect of
nuclear warfare is terrifying,"
another said.
ln conjunction with the arms
race-geared activities, petitions to
be sent to the New Mexico
Congressional delegation for a
mutual United States-Soviet Union
halt to the arms race were also
being circulated around campus.

-Museum-----

They said they planned to lift off
from Jaipur, India, within two
weel<s and intended to continue the
global flight back to Egypt even if
they are forced to land again.

Schweiker - asking for $219
million in additional Public Health
Service funds for the current fiscal
year - also warned that President
Reagan's recently ordered 12
percent across-the-board cut will hit
the Food and Drug Administration
particularly hard.
Unless $32 million of the $40
million to be cut from the FDA is
restored, 929 employees will be
fired, he warned.
"This would severely restrict
their ability to ensure safety in food
and drugs," Sehweiker wrote. His
supplemental request asks to save
675 employees from being cut.
Schweiker's 1983 budget asks for
restoration of some money cut
from alcohol and drug programs
and the National Institutes of
Health, "because we believe
permanent reductions of this
magnitude in these areas would be
detrimental to the health and safety
of the American public."

"balance of terror" that now exists
between the two superpowers.
Other activities on , the UNM
campus inclu.ded continuous
showings of "The War Game,"
produced for the British Film
Institute in 1968. The film is a 49minute graphic depiction of the
destructive consequences of a
possible nuclear war on England.

.J!

I
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"We watched the preparation of
ceremonial art and worked with
people in San Juan" She said.
of' all the ceremonial art made in
San Juan Nuevo. Generally, a
museum would not receive an entire
collection like it nor all at the same
time.

"Artists were commissioned to
make the artifacts especially for the
exhibit. The artists were part of the
planning process from the
beginning."

Biii.Wa::htu

Ken Otto (right) signs a petition Tuesday for the reactivation of the Federal Clean Air Act a11 Heidi
Swedberg looks on. NMPIRG member Lee Imhof (left) said they are trying to get at least 2,500
signatures to send to U.S. Senator Domenici.

-Ballots-------------

Ephemeral, or temporary,
ceremonial art is not often seen continued from page 1
apart from the occasion for which it ASUNM office at about 3:15p.m.
is created, but the Maxwell exhibit's that day.
reconstructed environments and
Campus Police were notified but
documentary photographs make have not reported anything,
the exhibition more than just a Romero said.
display of artifacts.
Daily Lobo editor Helen
Gaussoin said Wednesday the
"We went to the trouble to see
that the people designing the show
could see for themselves the actual
context of the exhibit," she said.

A new librarian will join the
University of New Mexico General
Library as assistant dean for
technical services.
Robert
L.
Migneault, a
professional librarian since 1968,
will join the UNM staff on Jan. 1,
1982.
Migneault has had a career of
increasingly responsible positions at
the Library of Congress, the United

States Air Force Academy and the
State University of New York at
Buffalo.
For the past six years he has
served as assistant director of
libraries for technical services at the
University of Saskatchewan !ln!l as
assistant library director for
collections and technical services at
San Francisco State University.
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Yale Blood Plasma is giving away
four turkeys this year!

i

I

This coupon is worth $5.00 and a chance in
the drawing for first time donors.
Also, any one donating twice in the same
week will be registered for the drawing.
Hcgistration ends J•'ri. Nov. 20. The drawing will he held Mon.
NitV.
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When we talk about career rewards at Datapoint, we are not talking about plaques ora promotion off in
the distant future. Skilled, aggressive people can move up as fast and as far as ambition and
·
achievement Will take them.
The policy of rewarding our talented people in a very tangible way Is one of the things that made us the
leaderln DispersecfData Process1ng. It is the same policy that is fast making us. the leader in the
amomated office market. Our company of over7oo employees worldwide is one of thefastest growing
on the Fortune 1000 list of America's largest companies. We are looking for talented
graduates with degrees in:

SALES & MARKETING • COMPUTER SCIENCE
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Find out about the rewards of a Datapoint career. Meet with our recruiter or send your resume to:

One turkey per wimter.
Oller goocl 1mly with currl'tllmilitary ilr sltidcnt J.D.
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ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD

why are the same
brand ... similiar items ..
DIAMONDS ... priced higher
in shopping centers and
other stores?

THE !TORE kit DIAMONDS

..

"YOU CAN COUNT ON
IMMmiATE REWARDS IN
A DATAPOINT CAREER!"

BEATURKEY!
SAVEALIFE!

the store for MORE Diamond Value

Allow us to show you
comparative price li$ts
to verify the savings.

as journalists to look into that
discrepancy,"
Gaussoin
said.
"When we were allowed to look at
the signature rolls (on Monday) we
found further reason to investigate.
Although we're not convicting
anyone, we felt we should look into
it further."

New Librarian To Join
General Library Staff

Don't

BUTTERFIELD offers
More in Value ..• Diamonds
at 20% savings over
shopping center prices.

newspaper wished to photocopy the
signature lists because "at first
examination of the (ASUNM
election) returns, we noticed the
unusually large turnout at South
Plaza (the location of a polling
place)."
"We felt it was our responsibility

DATAPOINT·

YALE BLOOD PLASMA
122 YALESE

9725 Datapoinl Drive • Mail Station M-13
Attn: College Relations • San Antonio, Texas 7e284
We are an equal opportunity employer M/F/1--t

(just hchiml McOon;olds Yale & Ccutral)

·······~-··~············
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Forum
by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

Editorial
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Life and Breath in the City
It is hard to argue for pollution.
New Mexico is famous for its. wide expanses of
startlingly blue sky and fresh clean air. Yet, the state
has no guarantee it will remain free from pollution.
Already Albuquerque is suffering from the effects of
growth. Anyone driving into the city in the early
morning can witness tht1layer of filth hanging over the
city. Albuquerque exct1eds the national standards for
carbon monoxide levels and 90 percent of the city's
carbon monoxide comes from cars.
The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970, which
placed the first mandatory controls on air pollution,
are up for revision this year. Part of the act controls
auto emissions both at the manufacturing level
through emission control standards and at the use
level through maintenance checks. Albuquerque has
developed an inspection prowam for cars but if the
mandatory implementation is allowed to become
voluntary the program will probably never take effect.
The program is expected to reduce carbon monoxide

levels by 60 percent,
Although the most common arguments against
pollution are based on the aesthetics of a beautiful
landscape, more moving statistics come from the
National Commission on Air Quality. Cleaner air, they
report, is saving up to 14,000 lives a year and more
than $20 billion annually in reduced damage to health,
property and crops.
Presently NMPIRG is pushing a petition to endorse
the clean air act. Students proved they had an impact
when the thousands of signatures induced Sen.
Harrison Schmitt to come to campus and address the
students directly. Students could have an even more
substantial effect if they chose to stand behind the
clean air act and letlegislators know how they feel.
It's hard to argue for pollution but you can bet a lot
of industrialists will be doing their best to do just that.
Fighting pollution is an individual's responsibility yours and mine. Now is our chance to act collectively
and effectively.

Letter

AG Explains Certification Stand
Editor:
My views were misrepresented in the November 9
issue of the Lobo, ASUNM Election Commission Chair
Elven Romero was quoted as saying that I was in
agreement with the Election Commission's decision to
certify the Election Friday, Nov. 6 instead of Tuesday,
Nov. ~0. While the Election Commission's action was

certainly legal, I am not. of the opinion that it was "a
good policy." I believe that it would have been much
more prudent if the Commission had acted with less
haste in this matter.
Gary L. Gordon
ASUNM Attorney General

Letter

''Anti-gripest" Attitude Opposed
By UNM Bellyaching CoalitionEditor:
We, the Coalition to Reassert Altruistic Belly·
aching, are offended, nay, aghast at the deplorable
anti·gripest E. Hay cartoon of Nov. 10. The Coalition is
dedicated to the blind support of all political and social
activist groups, no matter how small or silly, We
therefore must protest Mr. Hay's snide expanse of
blank paper, on behalf of concerned citizens
everywhere. It is bad enough that you feel compelled
to print the randomly directed broadsides of Oliphant,
Trudeau, and yes, Hay too; must you now insult all
enlightened, if petty, complainers? Do you realize that
this most recent slight may well have crushed out the
tiny spark of budding indignation from the hearts of
hundreds of impressionable young students? Or
slower old students for that matter.
Furthermore, you have no business trying to be
funny. There is no humor in a mayoral race between a
professional lame duck and a cracked egg for
example. Nor are the daily escapades of the plethora
of near senile world leaders amusing. And what is

laughable about the saber rattling which passes for
international diplomacy? Clearly, the only road to
salvation left is for each and every person to stand up
and air your own pet peeve at the top of your lungs. If·
you can't think of anything in particular to 'crab'
about, scream "I'm mad as Hell and I'm not going to
take it any morel" Maybe something more will occur
to you in the process. If we are all lucky the resulting
cacophony will drown out the dangerous ravings of
not only politicians, but also wild-eyed lunatics like
Carl Sagan, Walter Cronkite, and Linus Pauling.
If society is to survive we must all follow the credo
of the Coalition to Reassert Altruistic Belly-aching:
"Bitch the world to health!"
Irritably yours,
The C.R.A.B.
Alan May
Debbie Dawson
P.J. O'Connor
Tim Gill
Jeff McConaughy

Letter

Earthfirst! Seen Helpful
Rather Than Awesome
Editor:
It's fine to be scared of something but that's no excuse to bad·
mouth it without any first hand knowlege. I'm refering to Peter
Shaw's letter to the editor (11·10-81). Mr. Shaw, you begin your
letter mentioning Earth First! in the same sentence with 'eco·
terrorist' and end it by implying that the goal of Earth First! is to
cultivate an 'inter-species fascism' which will result in the
eradication of humanity.

'!,(

Earth First! is certainly not an antihumanity group. Its goal is to
save our land and our planet from being destroyed by corporate
greed, from being turned into a strip mine and a sewer in the name
of the mighty dollar.
In answer to your question,. "When will the first bomb be
thrown?", 1 say that it's happening right now. The Reagan ad·
ministration, in its eagerness to please the corporate beast, is
destroying our environmental safeguards and removing lahd (ab)use
restrlctiohs. This 'bomb' will shower us with acid rain, fill our air and
water full .of toxins, bare our forests and exploit the scenic wonders
of our national parks.
Mr. Shaw, instead of being afraid of a group of people who love
this land and want to save it, perhaps you should consider the
consequences of what will happen if we continue .on out present
path toward ecological disaster and fear that instead.
Rick Spradling
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Season Stays Open
Robert Sanchez
.
.
Here comes a flock!
The numbness /eaves the jingers, brealhmg IS softened so the vapor 1s
not so easily seen.
Ready - now slay hidden behind the blind, E11Sy on the calls; don't
want/a scare them away, just make them curiol!s. Make them wan/to zero
in and land.
Here they come. Don't move. Be ready to drop the call atid/ire, The gl!n
is loaded. Now lake of/the safety.
Here they come now! Shoot!
Two mallards for dinner tonight. Now settle down and prepare for the
next flock,

Duck hunting is one of the most popular sports during the fall and
winter seasons. Duck hunters abound in the northern fields and near the
southern refuges in New Mexico.
.
.
But this year may be a little different due to a recent dtscovery of a toxtc
.
.
.
pesticide in waterfowl in Montana.
Over 150,000 acres were sprayed in Montana wnh endnn, a tox1c
pesticide used ~gains! cutworms in wheat.
When word got out that waterfowl might contain dangerous amounts of
Endrin, the Montana Fish and Game Comission said that hunting would
not be hindered if hunters took certain precautions.
The precautions included discarding all fat, skin and internal organs _of
birds before cooking, and if possible, cooking on a rae~ so that all dnppings can be thrown away. Pregnant women and nursmg mothers were
warned not to eat any waterfowL
.
Jim Sands, state gamebird project leader for the state of New MeXIco,
said that since the news broke, ducks from all over New Mexico have been
collected and tested, but so far, no ducks have shown any sign of containing endrin.
"The waterfowl season is on," he said.
But as to whether or not hunting enthusiasts will pursue their favorite
pasttime "We'll just have to wait and see," Sands said.
"Littl~ is known about the effects on people," he said. "But a person
would have to consume a fair number of birds to be affected with the
concentration level that is in the ducks. The levels permitted in poultry are
3/10 parts per million. Some ducks in Montana exceded that, but most
ducks from Montana came to Mexico with less than 1/2 of I percent."
Sands said that most of the ducks in New Mexico, part of the Central
Flyway, actually come out of Alberta and Saskatchewan in Canada and
not from Montana.
The Environmental Protection Agency permitted the spraying of endrin
in several states saying that there were no alternative pesticides available.
The problem could affect the Department of Game and Fish and the
Fish and Wildlife Service, Sands said, if hunters decide not to not to try
their luck this year and not buy licenses or duck stamps.
Duck stamps are available at the post office and cost $7.50 each.
Duck sea~on began Oct. 27 and will last until Jan. 17.

Trout Is Likely Game in Winter

Robert Sanchez

Terri Jenkins goods stores, and fishing enthusiasts might consider
also purchasing some ice picks. These should be
Winter fishing in New Mexico ranges from fishing carried in a pocket in the event of a fall through the
at the reservoirs like Elephant Butte to ice fishing on ice. The picks can then be driven into the more solid
ice at the edge to provide a means of extric.ation. A
the lakes around the state.
According to Gary Thorne, area fisheries biologist half-sheet of plywood, which has the advantage of
at the Department of Game and Fish, rainbow trout buoyancy, might also prove valuable for seating and
are the most active fish in the winter and probably rescue operations. The danger in falling in is the
the most likely to be caught, but the seasons aren't possibility of hypothermia, or alternatively, going
closed on any fish. However, "bass, bluegill and under the ice and being unable to find the point of
crappie don't feed readily. They're more of a warm- entry,
ln searching for the fish, several different levels in
water fish, so at most of the lakes you wouldn't be
the lake will probably have to be tried. While fish
ice fishing for them."
New Mexico lakes generally freeze around (being cold-blooded) can stand temperatures to 34
December, depending on the temperature. degrees, water in the lakes generally stays at around
Bluewater, El Vado, and Fenton lakes are typically 40 degrees, unless a lake absolutely freezes solid, in
good for ice fishing, but Abiqui, Eagle Nest, Heron, which case the fish will survive. Lower temperatures
and Quemado lakes can also provide some sport. also lower the metabolism rate, and the fish swim
Heron is usually at its best only if the weather has much more slowly and eat much less, feeding mainly
been very cold. Ice fishing at the high mountain on bottom-dwelling aquatic larvae,
Fishing licenses may be purchased at sporting
lakes, such as Spirit Lake, San Gregorio, or Lake
Katherine is nearly non-existent, since the lakes may goods stores. Fee schedules are as follows:
have as much as six feet of snow on top of four feet
Regular resident fishing license, $7 .50; nonof ice. Persons who enjoy cross-country skiing or the resident, $15.50. Trout stamp for resident, $4.25;
hardier souls who like roughing it, might try ice validation, $4.00. Trout stamp for non-resident,
fishing at these locations, but the possibility of $5.25; validation, $5,00.
One day license, midnight to midnight, $3,25.
getting snowed in should be tak~n into conResident or non-resident validation, $2.00.
sideration.
Five day license, $8.00. Resident or non-resident,
Warm clothing should be worn, and as there are
usually brisk winds blowing, a small tent or wind- $3.00.
Junior-Senior licenses are available for those
break would probably be a good idea. Ice augers for
continued on page R-6
boring holes in the ice may be purchased at sporting

"The best thing is to take the hunter training course, but that is no
longer practical this season," said Hunter Training Coordinator for the
Department of Game and Fish, John Davis.
Davis gave other ideas for safety tips during the hunting season:
"Preparation, planning and familiarization with the area are the key to a
good trip," Davis said.
"You have to have the right mental attitude," he said.
He said that death out-of-doors is usually hypothermia, the killer of the
unprepared.
Hypothermia is a loss of body heat due to lack of proper clothing or
shelter, lack of proper equipment in an emergency, or exposure.
Clothing and shelter, food and water, sleep and rest become crucial in
the outdoors where people can not take these things for granted, Davis
said.
"Treat every firearm as ifit is loaded even if you know it's not," he said.
"On Sept. 23, in Lee County, a 71-year-old hunter crossed a fence with a
firearm that was loaded. He leaned it against the fence, it fell and fired and
took off his left arm below the elbow," Davis said.
He warned that before crossing fences or traversing slippery or steep
gJOund, the firearm should be unloaded and the action left open.
Wear blaze orange, he added explaining that this was not a color of
natute and can be easily identified by hunters as such.
He also said that loaded guns should not be kept in a vehicle or in a
camp.
"Most accidents occur at short range," he said.
Hunting is a safe sport insofar as the equipment is concerned, Davis
said. He said that there has been an increase in hunters and fewer accidents.
"A lot of this is attributed to the Hunter's Safety Course," he said,
"which became mandatory for all youths under 18 under the New Mexico
Hunter Training Act in 1971."
For information on the Hunter's Safety Course, contact the Department
of Game and Fish. The next course will be offered sometime after the first
of the year.

'
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Familiarization,Preparation
And Planning Are Best Tips
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Cars Cause Problems
releases its heat to the atmosphere where .it is lost in
space. The air above the ground remains the same
temperature as it was before. When the earth cools,
Settling down by the hearth, roasting mar· it becomes colder than tne air. Since heat rises, the
shmallows and sipping hot chocolate or cruising warmer air remains on top trapping pollution below_
around town shopping or seeing the sights, are
During the summer, the problem is not so bad
recreational pastimes during the cold winter months. because people go home before the earth cools, and
Robert Harley, division chief of Air Pollution. the earth is so warm, it usually takes a long time
Control in Albuquerque, said that although fireplace before it will become cooler than the air .above it.
smoke is a nuisance, "there is no evidence of having However, during the winter, the earth does noi
done physical harm."
become quite as warm, and motorists drive home as
Current studies compiled by various firms con- the sun goes down- the time the inversion begins.
cerned with air quality report that there is not
The worst place is the Coronado and Winrock
enough known about the impact of low con- shopping centers, especially during Christmas rush,
centrations of indoor pollution over a period of time Harley said.
to draw any conclusions.
Harley said that meas11ring the affects of CO is a
Harley said tbat the major problem during the combination of how much and how long. Federnl
winter time is carbon monoxide, (CO) a by-product standards are set at nine parts per mlllion for an
of car emissions, because of a natural inversion eight-hour exposure. (A car running in a closed
garage for five minutes produces about 2000 to 3000
which takes place over Albuquerque.
An inversion is a natural phenomena which occurs parts per million. which is the same as smoking three
continued from page R-6
when the earth cools down after sunset. The earth
Terri Jenkins
Rober/ Sanchez

Show Highlights Skate Lessons
Terri Jenkins

Even if the only barrel you've ever rolled is for the
flower bed, you can still learn to do barrel rolls on the
ice. Anyone from four to SO can learn to ice skate,
according to Joann Baldwin, Skating School Director
at Iceland Ice Arena.
For the person interested in taking up a new sport,
ice skating lessons are available either through the
lesson program at UNM or Iceland. A 10-week course
at Iceland consists of a lesson each week for $40 and a
10-week skate rental for $7.50. The UNM class ·has a
lab fee of $50, but the class runs for 32 sessions and
includes skate rental.
Iceland hosts lessons, competitions, and regular
Terri Jenkins
meetings of the Golden Blades Skating Club, which is
Winter sports is a term that encompasses more than just skiing and a charter club of the Ice Skating Institute of Amer.ica.
skating. It includes tobogganing, skate sailing, ice saiUng, and sleigh rides. The Institute is responsible for standards of ice
Tobogganing is usually done only on a carefUlly designed run. Steep hills skating, and administers examinations of skating
may be used, but they can have hidden boulders, branches, or ditches, so a pmficiency resulting in bronze, silver, or gold medals.
For a $5.00 yearly fee membership in the Institute,
designated area is best.
A toboggan can vary from three to eight feet long and from two to three which includes Golden Blades membership as well,ice
feet wide. Its passenger capacitY naturally depends on the size of the skaters "can progress as far as they want to," Baldwin
passengers. Usually made of fitted wood s~rips; t~e toboggan is. curv~ up
at the front. It is different from a bobsled m that It has no steenng devices
and one continuous set of runners. Toboggan chutes are used to produce a
faster and longer ride and are constructed of wood. Wood sides hold
packed snow and ice and keep the tobo~~n in p~ace while it buil.ds up
momentum. The most important safety Up IS for nders to keep thetr feet
on the toboggan. The toboggan also should not be loaded with more riders
than its length comfortably accomodates, and everyone should wear warm
clothing and gloves or mittens.
Skate sailing and .ice sailing may both be done in cleared areas on frozen
lakes or rivers. Neither sport should be indulged in around regular ice
skaters or where ice fishing predominates.
. .
.
Skate sailing is simply a small sail supported and maneuvered by an tee
skater. A moderate breeze is best for the beginner, and while the skate
sailor need not be an expert skater, it is advisable that he or she knows how
to sail small water craft. One point: a skate sailor needs to always carry
Party and pizza Thursday
shoes along, as the wind may die down and the sailor will have to walk
back to the starting area.
nights at Ned's! Adollar gets you a

Winter Sports Also Cover
Many Other Fun Activities

said, and be tested for each level of such progress.
Skating meetings are held every Tuesday evening, 6 to
7 p.m., and members may skate for $1.00, including
skate rental.
Persons either enrolled in classes or members of the
club are eligible to participate in the annual Fantasy on
Ice show held every December. The two-houriceshow
presents amateur skaters in a local talent production.
This year's production will be Dec. 18-20 at Iceland;
adult tickets are $3.00.
"Warm clothing, mittens or gloves, and mediumweight socks," are the basic clothing needs for ice
skating, said Baldwin.
Since the 175-by-75 feet
skating rink has its ice maintained at a temperature of
·16 to 18 degrees, the clothing should also be a material
that can withstand getting cold and wet if the skater
falls on the ice. Skates may of course be rented at the
desk. Prices are: Friday and Saturday nights, from 8
p.m. to 10:30 p.m. $3.50, including skates. Sunday
night, 8 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. $2.50, including skates.
Wednesday night, 8 p.m. to 10 p.m., $3.00, also including skates. Iceland Ice Arena is located at 5110
CopperN.E.

Get it*

Thursday nights at Ned's!
thick n' juicy slice of pizla AND

Hunts Remaining in Year
. .

In anticipation of winter, With his skis ready, Hal
Lansman stands waiting for the first storm.
{skiing will be covered in a special issue next
week)
photo by Bill Wechter
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1Wo Bacon Cheesebumer:Supretnes .1
for only $t§9.

There's nothing lilre a delicious JACK IN THE BOX
Bacon Cheeseburger Supreme.
Except another JACK. IN THE. BOX Bacon Ch. ee. seburger Supreme.
And now you can get two for only $1.99.
Offer valid through November 22, 1981 only.
1808 Central Ave. S.E. (al University)
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The following is a list obtained from the Department of Game and Fish.
It contains remaining hunting seasons for the year.
*Three deer hunts in the north from Nov. 13-19.
•Two deer hunts in the south from Nov. 20.22 and from Nov. 27·Dec. 3.
A big game license is needed for these hunts.
*Dove season from Nov. 2t·Dec. 30 •.
*Pheasant season from Dec. 5-Dec. 8.
*Quail season from Nov. 21•Jan. 24: . . .
. .
•Prarie Chickens (Roswell area only) from Dec.12-Dec.l4.
*Ducks from Oct. 27·Jan. 17 (in the Central Flyway).
•Geese: recommend checking proclamation since datesaltd areas.differ.
•Mountain Lion is open game almostali,Year round, b~t a spec1al cou~ar
license is necessary; recommend checkmg proclamation for more Illformation.
..
.
.
*Beat season is the same as the deer; check proclamation for further Ill·
formation.
•
•Turkey season is the same as the deer; check proclamt10n for further
information.
•Bow hunt: deer; Sandi as from Dec. 5-Jan. 17.
•Bow hunt: deer; generally state wide from Jan. 2-Jan. 10.
Elk are still in season for bunting, but only by permits drawn earlier in
the year.
,
. . '·'
For all types of hunting, a license IS reqmrcd, and for duck and geese, a
duck stamp is also required, available at the post office.
Proclamations and licenses arc available at most sporting goods stores.

a frosty draft of brew.
Dance to the hottest bands.
Meet your friends. And make
new friends! Get yours* Thursday nights at thee place, Ned's
on Central just west of Washington.

*a sliee of pizza and a draft beer for a buck!
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THEATER

for the
Ladies
soc Well drinks
soc Draft beer
soc: Wine
7 -10 p.m. Tuesday thru Saturday
plus LIVE ENTERTAINMENT!!

through November 23

MONTANA MINING RESTAURANT
Bottom of First National Bank • San Mateo and Central

Ask An Expert

Cross Country Skiing
Workshop

Nov. 13 and 14
Friday: Skiing movies at 7pm in
Johnson Gym 124
Saturday: Speakers and Clinics
Call Mountains and Rivers at 268-4876 or the
UNM Ski Office at 277-5423 for information

The Advisory Board
of

Conceptions Southwest
is now accepting

Applications for
1981-82 Editor
of Conceptions Southwest
(UNM's Fine Arts/Literary Publication)
All applicants must be registered UNM students with some
background In either art or literature. The position requires com·
mitment and interest in all areas of art. Hours are flexible, but
average between 10 to 30 hours per week. The position is non·
paying and no academic credit, but lots of practical experience
t:dn ll<! gained.
Applications may be pkked up ill Marton Hall, Room 131
and m<lst be atcompanied by a resume and brief S<>mpie of
<reative or pertinent work.

For more information, call 277-5656

Deadline is noon,
Tuesday, Nov. 18, 1981

THE SHADOW Box starting tonight through
Nov. 22 at the Vortex Theatre, Showtimes
Thursday through Saturday at 8 p.m. with a
Sunday matinee at 2:30 p.m. General adc
mission is $4, $3.50 for students and senior
citizens <~nd children are $2.
DRACULA- Now showing at the Barn Dinner
Theatre and continues through Nov. 29. The
play is the comical version of Dracula.
Dinner starts at 6:45 p.m. and the play starts
at 8:15 p.m. The theatre can be reached by
taking I-40 east and exit at Cedar Crest and
traveling about four milesalong the road.
DANCESCAPE - The Annual UNM Dance
Faculty Fall Concert is scheduled for Nov.
12, 13, 14, 19, 20 and 21 at 8 p.m. The list of
choreographers includes: Judith ChazenBennahum, Eva Encinias, Billie Mahoney,
Eric Nesbitt, Jennifer Predock and Joetta
Jerdn ovic-Salazar.
ALBUQUERQUE BALLET CoMPANY- Starting at 7
p.m. at the Albuquerque Little Theatre, the
company wi11 present its Fall Premi!!re '81 on
Nov. 14. Two ballets will be presented: The
Secret of the Sacred Cenote and Gaite
Parisienne.

AcTIVITIES
THE FIRST ANNUAL NEW MEXICO AMATEUR
BALLROOM DANCE TouRNAMENT is scheduled
for five consecutive Thursday nights and
started Nov. 5 at the Roxy Restaurant, 9500
Montgomery N.E. It is sponsored by the
Roxy and Bolack Travel. Competition will
begin at 9 p.m. each night and first prize will
be $3000 in cash. For more information call
298-1858 or 293-7930. Spectators are
welcome.
C. CHAS. WILLIAMS CLOTHES (2701 Carlisle
N.E.) is sponsoring an informal modeling
show Nov. 13 from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. and
Nov, 14 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. featuring
many of Albuquerque's on-air and behind
the scenes television, radio, newspaper and
magazine personalities. One may take their
picture or have pictures taken with them.
Wine tasting and hors d'oeuvres, compliments of Southwest Distributers, will be
available Nov. 13 from 4 to 8 p.m. Saturday
from 2 to 5 p.m.
MICHAEL ANTHONY AND THE LovELY LESLIE will
present a magic show .during Noontime
Entertainment from noon to 1 p.m. Nov. 13
at the SUB fountain. Admission is free and
children are invited.
SoUTHSIDE will be the featured band Nov. 13
and 14 at the Subway Station in the
basement of the SUB. The dances will be held
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. and admission will be
$2 for UNM, Technical-Vocational Institute
and University of Albuquerque students and
$3 for the general public. Jams Unlimited will
be the d.j.
THE BRoADWAY JAzz CLUB will hold its Grand
Opening at the Tamarind Restaurant, First
Plaza Galeria, Nov. 14, from 8 p.m. to 2
a.m. Featured will be Chuck Coulter's C. C.
and the M.]. 's. There will be a $3 donation at
the door with free admission to Broadway
Jazz Club members.
WHEELCHAIR BAsKETBALL at Johnson Gym Nov.
15 at 7:30 p.m. sponsored by Sunrise
Civitan.
EIGHT BALL BILLIARDS TouRNAMENT is
scheduled for Nov. 20 from 7 p.m. to 10
p.m. in the games area in the SUB basement.
Cash prizes and t-shirts will be awarded. The
entry fee is $5 and registration deadline is
Nov. 20 at at 3 p.m. For further information
call 277-4506.
INDIAN NATIONAL FINALS RoDEo, Arts and
Crafts Trade Show and Pow-Wow,
scheduled for Nov. 19·22 at the Tingley
Coliseum, Ag Exhibit Hall and Horse Arena
on the New Mexico State Fair Grounds.
UNM INTERNATIONAL FoLK DANCE CLUB meets
every Tuesday night from 7 to 10 p.m. in the
SUB Ballroom. There is a 50 cent charge.
There is teaching for beginners.
ScRABBLE PLAYE!!S CLUB No. m meets Thursdays at 7 p.m. at the Trumbull Recreation

Cf}nter, 419 Pennsylvania S.E. Admission is
$1. They will sponsor a Grand Canyon Open
Scrabble Players Toumarrient Nov. 6-8 at
the Grand Canyon. For more information,
call292-l080 or 277-5718.
WAGoN WHEELS SQUAREDANCE CLUB meets
Thursdays at 7 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom.
There is a live caller; refreshments are
provided.
UNM BALLROOM DANCE CLuB meets every
Friday evening from 7 to 9 p.m. in the SUB
Ballroom. The club gives free mini-lessons at
the start of each session.

M.A./M.F.A. Candidates Works by M.A.
and M.F.A. candidates in the studio arts
department who will graduate this fall,
Bookworks; New Approaches to Artists'
Books A selection of books by contemporary
artists covering a broad range of nontraditional approaches and styles. It will be
on display Nov. 14-Dec, 18.
Lithography IV: Part I, The Woodstock
Ambience This surveys lithographs
produced by artists associated with the
Woodstock, N.Y. community between the
two world wars. It will be on display from
Nov. 14-Jan. 10.

ART SHOWS
ALBUQUERQUE MusEUM - New Images from
Spain, a collection of art paintings from
Spain, closes Nov. 29.
New Town in the Railroad Boom Years, a
look at Albuquerque as it was from 1880 to
1912. Hours are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday
through Friday and 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday.
ALBUQUERQUE UNITED ARTISTS - October
Show sponsored by the Downtown Center
for the Arts and scheduled now through
Nov. 13 at the Albuquerque Public Library,
downtown branch, 501 Copper N.W. Hours
are from 11 to 4 p.m. Monday through
Friday and Thursday until 7 p.m.
ASA GALLERY in SUB Basement- UNM! ART
81 student art show, all media; juried. Now
through Nov. 20.
GALLERIA in SUB Basement - R. C. Gorman
will display his Japanese Woodcuts in a oneman show from now to Dec. 4.
Contemporary New Mexz'co Artists '81, will
run from Nov. 16-21 and will display
contemporary art by New Mexico artists
daily 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the SUB Ballroom.
The opening reception will be Nov. 16 from
7 to 9 p.m. and will include classical and
flamenco music as well as refreshments.
MARIPOSA GALLERY Fiber Forms and
Wrought Iron. Artists are Marge Bardacke
and Dennis Keefe, respectively. Now
through Nov. 20.
MAXWELL MusEUM OF ANTHROPOLOGY- Fiestas
of San Tw:m Nuevo, ceremonial art from
Michoacan, Mexico, will open Nov. 15 from
1 to 5 p.m. and artisans will give demonstrations between 1:30 and 4:30p.m.
MERIDIAN GALLERY- Works by Mary Caird, a
one-woman art exhibition will be on display
until Dec. 3. Hours of the gallery are from 11
a.m. to 4 p.m. Wednesday to Saturday and
from 1 to 4 p.m. Sunday.
UNM ART MusEUM - Selections from the
Permanent Collection Late 20th Century
paintings and sculpture ; on display until
Dec. 18.
Willard Midgette and the Native American
Four large paintings of the contemporary
Southwest Indian. Hours· are 10 to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday.

CoNCERTS AND RECITALS
THE SERAPHIN TRIO feat1.1ring Leonard Felberg,
Joanna de Keyser and George Robert on
Nov. 12 at 8:15p.m. in Keller Hall.
MosTLY MoZART concert is scheduled for Nov.
15 at 3 and 8 p.m. in Santa Fe's Sweeney
Center. Daniel Gwin, a teacher at UNM,
Floyd Williams and Artemus Edwards,
faculty at UNM, will be featured soloists.
Ticket prices are $10 for general admission
and $8.50 as a student discount. The box
office is located in the La Fonda Hotel,
mezzanine, Suite 6.
FEsTIVAL oF CHoRUSES featuring the UNM
Choral Ensembles, Nov. 16 at 8:15 p.m. in
Keller Hall.
THE UNM SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA will appear
for a free concert at Popejoy Hall Nov. 17 at
8:15p.m. The conducter is Harold Weller.
BEACH BoYs will appear in concert Nov. 28 at
Tingley Coliseum. Tickets are on sale now.

NIGHT ENTERTAINMENT
UMelsea Street Pub (Coronado Center) Desert Storm, new group from Dallas, starts
playing 9 p.m. Daily 2 for 1 drink specials 3
to 8 p.m.; Sat. 5 to 9 p.m. Wednesday,
Friday, Saturday nights cover charge.
DANBI's (2900 Coors N.W.) - Linda Cotton
and Street Life begin jazz at 8:30 p.m.
weekend of Nov. 13; no cover charge.
THE DISTILLERY (1400 University S.E.) Happy Hour 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. Friday; Sassy
Jones begins playing 9 p.m.; cover charge.
FRIAR's NoRTH (4410 Wyoming N.E.) Arizona hits the chords at 9 p.m.; $1 cover
charge weekends.
FRIAR's Pus (6825 Lomas, N.E.) Thurs., Nov.
12 Lowenbrau beer 75 cents. The Planets
play this weekend starting 9 p.m.; cover
charge $2.
GRAHAM CENTRAL (3301 Juan Tabo, N.E.) Nov. 15, Ray Price and KRST Radio Star
Search; doors open 4 p.m. Contest winner
gets trip to cut record album. Quarter Moon
band playing; cover charge. Nov. 18,

Stations on the AM dial:

Stations on the FM dial:

KRKE
KDAZ

610
730

KOB
KQEO
KI<IM
KPRM
KXKS
KAMX
KZIA

770

KLYT
KANW
KUNM
KRST
KOB
KWXL
KHFM
KZZX
KKJY
KFMG

920
1000
1150
1190
1500
1580

Country music, news
Contemporary Christian music
and programs
Middle of the road, news
Oldies
Chtist!an music and programs
Easy listening, middle of road
Beautiful music
(15X) Top40
News, talk shows

88.3
89.1
90.1

92.3
93.3
94.0

96.3
99.0
100.0
108.0

Contemporary Christian music
Disco
Public Radio ·Jazz Blues Folk
country
Cot1temporary easy listening
(94 Flock) Album oriented rock
Classical
Aduit contemporary top 40
Beautiful music
Mass appeal album oriented rock

Philisteens featured during regular Wednesday night 'Drink and Drown' special with
25 cent drinks 9 to 9 p.m.
HUNGRY BEAR (1200 Wyoming N.E.) Tobacco Road starts 9 p.m.; $1 cover charge
Wednesday and Thursday nights, $2 Friday
and Saturday nights; 2 for 1 Happy Hour 4
to 7 p.m. daily.
NEo's (4200 Central S.E.) - Refrigerators
defrost rock at 9 p.m.; $1 cover charge.
TAVERNA LouNGE (Sher!lton Old Town Inn,
800 Rio Grande N.W.) - Carl Silva Street
Talk will be playing through Dec. 31 and the
New Year 1982 celebration.

•
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The ASUNM Film Committee will present the
following films this week in the SUB Union
Theater:
Alan and Susan Raymond - This husbandwife team will speak and screen their film
and videotape documentaries. Schedule
includes: Thursday - noon, ''Police Tapes,"
in Instructional Media Services, Woodward
Hall; Thursday - 8 p.m. "To Die for
Ireland" and one episode from "An
American Family," in the SUB Theatre.
There will be a .50 additional speaker's fee.
The Third Generation - Rainer Werner
Fassbinder directed and did his own
camerawork on this film about urban
guerillas composed of a band of middle-class
misfits and neurotics without a trace of
ideology.
Friday at 7, 9:15 and 11:30 p.m.
The Canterbury Tales- Pier Paolo Pasolini's
authentic film version of the Chaucer classic
is done to the tune of an X rating. Show times are Saturday at 7, 9:15 and 11:30 p.m.
Films of Kenneth Anger - Independent film
program includes: "Fireworks," "Rabbit's
Moon," "Scorpio Rising," and the complete
"Lucifer Rising." Showing Wednesday at 8
p.m.
Rodey Film Festival - Featuring Tale of the
Late Chrysanthemum at 7:30p.m. Nov. 15
in Rodey Theatre. The cost is $2 a person.
Skiing Round the World -. Special film
spectacular at Popejoy Hall Nov. 18 at 7:30
p.m. General admission is $3.50 and $3 for
students and senior citizens.
All the Marbles - Albuquerque Six Drive-In
An American Werewolf in London - Montgomery Plaza
Arthur- Los Altos
Barbarella -Albuquerque Six Drive-In
Blood Beach - Winrock II
Body Heat- Coronado Four
The Boogey Man - Winrock II
Canonball Run - Eastdale
Coming at You- Highland
Continental Divide -Louisiana Blvd
Enter Three Dragons - Albuquerque Six
Drive-In, Coronado Four, Far North
Fame- Nov. 13-14 at Don Pancho's
Fifth Floor- Albuquerque Six Drive-In
The French Lieutenant's Woman - Los Altos
Twin
The Funhouse- Albuquerque Six Drive-In
Hair-Nov.13-14at Don Pancho's
Halloween II - Albuquerque Six Drive-In, Far
North, Louisiana Blvd
Inserts- Nov.15-17 at Don Pancho's
The Kids Are Alright ·- Nov. 18-19 at Don
Pancho's
King of Kung Fu -Albuquerque Six Drive-In
Madman Albuquerque Six Drive-In,
Montgomery Plaza
New York, New York -The Guild
Nice Dreams - Albuquerque Six Drive-In
Nine to Five - Eastdale
Only When I Laugh - Wyoming Mall
Pursuit of D.B. Cooper - Cinema East,
Coronado Four
Raiders of the Lost Ark - Albuquerque Six
Drive-In, Louisiana Blvd
S.D. B.- Nov. 15-17 at Don Pancho's
Southern Comfort - Cinema East, Montgomery Plaza
Stir Crazy -Albuquerque Six Drive-In
Time Bandits- Lobo, Wyoming Mall
Tommy- Nov. 18-19 at Don Pancho's
True Confessions "- Coronado Four
Winds of Change - Far North
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/ CHRISTMAS IN
.· THE BACKWOODS.
Because special
Christmas memories last a
lifetime, you'll find a gift
from Backwoods will too.
For skiers, huruets,
campers, or backpackers
we offer only the finest
gifts money can buy. Many
are guaranteed not to wear
out - for life.
This Christmas, give a
gift from Backwoods. And
our quality, like a good
memory, will be with them
...forever.
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$1,25; validation, $2.00. For seniors age 65 or older,
the same fees apply: license, $!.25; validation, $2.00.
For closer fishing spots this winter, the drains will
be stocked with trout. These are: the Corrales drain,
continued from page R-2
Albuquerque drain, Atrisco, Belen-Peralta and also
special age groups. For 12 year old juniors, license, Tingley Beach.

-Fishing

continued from page R-3

While several different shapes of sails are popular, the most difficult
aspect of controlling any of them is a turn, or 'corning about.' The sail is
always kept between the wind and the skater, and coming about involves
steering into the wind, lifting the sail up over the head and swinging it
down to the other shoulder, all the while. maintaining the turn. Practice is
the best way to master this particular set of acrobatics.
Ice sailing is more dangerous than skate sailing because of the greater
speed and necessity for maneuvering an actual craft. (Iceboating is considered a speed sport.)
Plans may be obtained for building an iceboat which can be as simple or
as elaborate as the sportsperson wishes. Simple iceboats are merely
platforms with runners and a. sail, while ice yachts built specifically for
racing can range up to nearly seventy feet in length and carry over a
thousand square feet of sail. (Square feet of sail determines the class the
craft is placed in for racing.) These yachts may carry six to seven crew
members, and can sail75 to 95 m.p.h. Sailinl! an iceboat is quite similar to
sailing small boats, and races and regattas are held for iceboats where there
is sufficient ice and interest in the sport.
Sleigh rides are familiar to everyone, at least through the Currier and
lves illustrations. As with all winter outdoor activities, warm clothing is a
necessity, and lap robes or blankets should be provided for each par·
ticipant. The sleigh itself needs to be covered with straw or hay in order to
hold in the warmth, as sleighs do not come with factory-installed heaters.
If a driver is hired with the vehicle, he should be allowed to choose the•
route and handle the reins. Avoid walking behind the horse, as their
natural instinct for defense is kicking. Since the sleigh is a slow-moving
vehicle, proper warning lights and or signs are an excellent idea. Another
good idea is to arrange for a stop halfway through the ride so passengers
can get out and stretch, and if close to a ski lodge or restaurant, have some
hot chocolate (or chili, here in New Mexico) or other refreshments to warm
up. If anyone in the group can play a guitar, a sleigh ride is one event where
no one complains about singing off key.
Skiing areas, such as Red River or Angel Fire will most likely be the
closest areas where a sleigh and horse team may be rented.

lnnertubing Should Stay in Special Areas
Terri Jenkins
Wondering whether to go innertubing this winter?
Common sense is the most valuable equipment you
can take along.
"We want people to enjoy the National Forests,
which belong to the public. If they stop and think,
they'll enjoy the National Forests even more," said
Nee! Marsh, recreation assistant, Sandia District
United States Forest Service.
lnncrtubing, tobogganing, and sledding are more
dangerous pastimes than cross-country or downhill
skiing.
"You are totally at the mercy of the slope," said
Marsh, since there is virtually no steering or control
for an inner tube or sled. To lessen the danger, as there
is "a tremendous possiblity of severe injuries," he
recommended limiting activities to the posted purposes of developed areas.
The Capulin Snow Play Area, which has been
developed by the U.S, Forest Service for innertubing,
will unfortunately have very limited access this winter
season, due to the construction on the Crest Highway.

(The road will only be oiled; it will not be blacktopped and will be very slick after .snowfall.) Capulin
Snow Play Area is considered fairly safe, but only if
persons using the area do not build ice jumps.
Limiting activities to what has already been built will
result in far fewer injuries, and hopefully lots of fun
for the participants.
Of course innertubing can be done almost any place
that isn't posted for other purposes. However, Marsh
urged children not participate in any unsupervised
innertubing, nor should they slide toward the road,
but rather away from it. And no one of any age should
ski or inrtertu be through the culverts.
"Stop and think, look at where you're going, use
common sense and logic," Marsh advised.
The U.S. Forest Service will have persons in the area
in case of accidents, as well as ambulances and ski
patrols. (Patrols in undeveloped areas are under the
jurisdiction of the Forest Service.) Needless to say,
however, the Forest Service would rather have people
enjoying the snow and the outdoors rather than
recuperating in a hospital room.

-Pollution
continued from pageR- 3

The ducks at the duck
pond settle down
during one of last winter's snowfalls.

packs of cigarettes.)
"Last winter, our worst day registered 24 parts per
million for eight hours," he said.
"Last week we had two evenings which exceeded
the Federal standards - 11 parts per million for
eight hours," he added.
He also said that there is a local standard which
measures parts per million on one-hour intervals.
"We are planning something this year in order to
warn runners ncar the Coronado and Winrock area.
When the CO level is high, a signal light will tell
joggers it is dangerous."
Harley explained that a 37-foot tall warning light,
in the form of a c.andle as a Christmas ornament, will
be placed on top of Landmark Apartment Building
near Indian School and Louisiana. When the air is
clear, the candle will have a white body; when the air
is bad the candle will have a red body and when the
CO level doubles that of the federal standards, the
flame of the candle will have a strobe light.
Harley said that 120,000 brochures were sent out
with water bills to inform the public of this.
Carbon monoxide attaches itself to hemoglobin,
which carries oxygen to the blood cells. Carbon
monoxide will pUsh oxygen aside and does not easily

detach and cells are deprived of oxygen. So it is
actually a slow form of suffocation rather than a
poison.
The initial effects are slight headaches, a lazy
feeling and a loss of depth perception. Children are
especially susceptible since they breathe faster and
work harder.
Carbon Monoxide affects muscles heavily because
muscles require so much oxygen; therefore if a
jogger is getting chest pains, it could be due to lack
of oxygen since the heart uses a large amount of
oxygen.
"I think this is a cause for the increased accident
rate during the winter time. The same thing goes for
the increased suicide rate. CO makes you feel even
lower; it acts like a depressant," Harley said.
"Three days to a week of getting away fro.m the
source should bring you back to normal," he said.
As for prolonged exposure, Harley said that it
might actually build up a resistance to CO.
"Smokers take in a lot of CO and build up a larger
circulatory system. Smokers are probably not
bothered by our pollution."
Harley said that the best idea during the winter is
to stay indoors during the evening hours. The best
hours to jog, he said, are between II a.m. and 3 p.m.

Editor's Note:
IN FOCUS is a weekly article which explores a personality at
UNM, whether it be a group or an individual. It pertains in some
way to entertainment. Submissioi!S or ideas for IN POCUS will be
graciously accepted. Send submissions to IN fOCUS, Recreation
101, University of New Mexico, P.O. Box 20, 'Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87131.
Jeff Alexander
'fhe VNM Ski Team poses a
double threat irt the 1982 NCAA
and Association of Intetcoliegiate Athletics for Women
collegiate ski championships
with a brother and sister team
from sweden.
Max Wahlqvist and his sister
Jill, both from Karlstad,
Sweden, have their sights set on
the 1982 collegiate ski challljlionships. But neither of them
takes allll at their targets without
some impressive ammunition to
back them up.
Jill, 23, first came to the
VNM Ski Team in 1979,
bringing a long list of weighty

accomplishments. At the time,
Jill was ranked 33rd in the world
in slalom and 60th in the world
in giant slalom.
Jill began skiing at age six,
racing at age nine, artd in six
years she earned a spot on the
Swedish National Ski Team.
During the five years Jill was on
the ski team, she was a threetime national champion, and a
two-year veteran of the Europa
Cup circuit. Also, as a COlli·
petitor for the World Cup, Jill
finished 20th in the giant slalom
at
the
1978 Garmisch•
Partenkirchen World Cham·
pionships.

-Skiers
continued from page R-6

Jill's performance at UNM is
equally impressive. In 1980 she won
the Holiday Classic Slalom
Championship in Sun Valley,
Idaho. She was also named to the
1980 and 1981 RMISA AllConference Teams. In 1981 Jill
placed 7th in giant slalom at the
A lAW championships.
Max, 20, said that his sister's
racing career had no influence on
his success, although she did
convince him to attend UNM.
Max took up skiing at age four,
and three years later he was on the
racing course. He placed fourth in
his first race, a high-speed downhill
event in the Donald Duck races
which are comparable to age-clas~
championships in the U.S,
From there, Max placed consistently in the top 20, despite a
broken arm and a broken collar
bone in successive years. In his first

try at ihe Swedish Nation!ll
Championships, Max finished 20th
in giant slalom, behind the winner
legendary Ingemar Stenmark. In hi~
last try, Max placed ninth in both
slalom and giant slalom at the
national championships.
Now, Max looks foward to the
NCAA championships with optimism.

Ski Team Head Coach George
Brooks,
"Individual S\1CCess is not
possible though, without the team
support and unity that exists within
the ski team's structure, Through
team support, only then can individuals like Jill and Max reach
their potential," Brooks said.

The entire women's alpine team
has returned this year as has most
of the men's alpine team. Last
season, the women's alpine and
cross-country teams placed lOth at
the AlA W championships, also
bringing back UNM's first national
woman's championship, Brooks
said.

Mari;mne Rud, from Norway,
won the 1981 AIAW cross-country
cnarnpionship. This summer she
was also awarded the Broderick
Award for excellence in her event.
Jill and Max's little sister, Mia,
19, is in Sweden, ski racing in the
top ranks.

"I'm going to be there," he said.
Max will also be racing against
some of his old friends from
Sweden who have also come io race
and study in the U.S.
Both world-class athletes, Max
and Jill are not only interested in
collegiate ski competition. Max said
he's "mostly interested in school,"
and Jill has maintained a 3.7 GPA
during her stay at UNM.

movies

sports

speciflls

MOVIES
SaturdB)'
Noon - Tarzan and the Huntress
The prospects for the ski team as
(14)
.
.
10:30 a.m.- Pulgarcito (48)
a whole look just as promising, said Thursday
11 a.m.- Tarzan Triumphs (14)
1 p.m.- Death Be Not Proud (23)
1 p.m.- Autumn Leaves (14)
Noon- Legend ofLoch Ness (4)
1:15 p.m. -My Friend Irma (14)
2:30p.m.- The Hawaiians (7)
1 p.m.- The Black Windmill (23)
3 p.m. -The Time of Their Lives
7 p.m. - Mother, Jugs and Speed 7 p.m. - The General Died at (23)
(14)
Dawn(5)
7 p.m. - Close Encounters of the
7 p.m. -Cat Ballou (23)
7 p.m.- BigJake(I4)
Third Kind (7)
II !J.m. -Dangerous (14)
8 p.m.- High Anxiety (13)
7 p.m. - The Rei vers (14)
Friday
8:45 p.m. - Sanders of the River 7 p.m. -The Front Page (23)
(5)
1 p.m. -Mannequin (14)
8 p.m.- North Dallas Forty (4)
10 p.m. -Playmates (23)
2:30p.m. The Hawaiians (7)
10 p.m. - That Touch of Mink
10:30 p.m. -Death Wish (7)
7 p.m. - Marrooned (14)
(23)
10:30 p.m.
The President's I0:30 p.m. - Sanders of the River
7 p.m. -Tom Jones (23)
9:30 p.m. - Patrulla de valientes Analyst (14)
(5)
12:30 a.m. - The Cassandra 10:30 p.m.- The Mechanic (7)
(48)
Tim Henderson
Crossing (13)
11 p.m. -Marooned (14)
12:30 a.m.- Chisum (13)
12:45 a.m. - The Charge of the
11:35
p.m.
-Jackson
County
Jail
Time Bandits
Light Brigade (7)
(13)
Monday
I a.m. -Overlords of the UFO (4)
12:30 a.m.- Shalako (7)
1 p.m. - King of the Underworld
What is. this?! you may ask - three members of Monty Python
(14)
I :30 a.m. - Encounter with the Sunday
collaborating on a space/fantasy/adventure flick of the S/ar War:l'
Unknown(4)
11 a.m. - The Seven Little Fays
continued on page R-8
variety? Can those masters of gory, irreverent farce really make a
bid for mainstream family-entertainment success?
Well, yes and no. The screenwriters (Terry Gilliam and Michael
Palin) have gathered a kind of all-star cast - including Sean
Connery, Shelley Duvall, and Soap's Katherine Helmond - and
made use of all kinds of those flashy special effects that are so
popular these days, characters flying through space, disappearing in
a cloud of smoke, etc.
But if the Pythonites have made some concessions to the cinematic
mainstream here, it is only on their own terms with strong unFirst Time in New Mexico.
dercurrents of mockery and satire. And if you thought fantasy was
Fro11i Allan/a, Georgia
synonymous with escape, then watch out. These fellows have never
been shy about confronting social and religous issues in their
roundabout, ribald fashion and this film is no exception.
At its best, Time Bandits manages to entertain and mystify the
children while providing some food for thought and a more
sophisticated laugh for the adults, .somewhat like Alice in Wonderland or Gulliver's Travels.
At its best, that is. In spite of all the cleverness and good intentions, the film falls flat too often in what seems to have been a
rush to completion - too often scenes seem unrehearsed, lines
inadequately learned, direction improvised or hurried. I couldn't
help thinking throughout the film that a little more preparation or
care would have benefited this film enormously.
The plot of Time Bandits revolves gaily around the story of six
dwarfs who have stolen the blueprint of the universe from the
Supreme Being and discover several portals or flaws which allow
tillle travel at certain intervals. It seems the Being was too tired after
six days of constant creation to iron out all the imperfections in his
plan. At this point the fundamentalists iii the audience are coughing
Hot Off Their Sellout Performance
nervously and fidgeting in their seats, but just wait. Many more
On HalltJween Eve.
Christian conventions will be deflated in the course of the film, but
for a while the •irreverence is passed over quickly in a regular
whirlwind of events. The greedy dwarfs, along with their adopted
companion (a modern suburban child whose bedroom closet is a
time portal; that makes seven, see?) tumble from one era to another
in search of riches and adventure, as well an escape from an angry
and somewhat embarrassed God.
First it's off to Napoleon's Italian campaign, where the emperorto-be takes a great liking to our heroes because they're so much
shorter than he is. We finally discover why he always kept that hand
under his uniform ~ it's made of gold. The little bandits make off
with quite a haul of the conqueror's loot, but lose it to "the cause of
the poor" When they land in Robin Hood's Sherwood Forest.
Agammemnon's Greece, the Titanic's fatal voyage, and an aging
ogre (With a bad back) in the Time of Legends are abo visited.
Finally the gang is trapped by the Evil One, who wants to use the
map they have stolen for his own no-good pUrposes and threatens to
destroy them all.
Christian folks with a low tolerance for impiety will perhaps head
for the exits to make picketing plans when they see God presented as
a muddled, compulsively neat businessman who confesses that he
created Evil in his world out of boredom. Pressed for a more specific
reason by the boy, who is appalled by the avoidable death and
destruction caused by the Evil One, the Supreme Being evasively
replies that he's "not sure .•. it all has something to do with free
will, I think ... ''

Next Wednesday Night
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continued on page R-8

continued on page R- 7
Jill and Max Wah/qvist pose for LOBO photographer Jeff Alexander. the two skiers were winners in
Sweden and Ski Coach George Brooks thinks they will be winners at UNM too.

Presented by BIG RIVER and RFA Records
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-Guide-

Nation's Colonial Ambitions Studied
In Spring Semester History Courses

-Film-----------------=----

continued from page R- 7

2:30p.m. -Romeo and Jttliet (7)
7 p.m.- FM (14)
7 p.m. The Great Waldo Pepper
(23)
9:30p.m.- El hijo del diablo (48)
II p.m.- Br11te Force (14)
Tuesday
1 p.m.- Bullets or Ballots (14)
2:30p.m.- Romeo and Juliet (7)
7 p.m.- Skokie (13)
7 p.m.- American Graffiti (14)
7 p.m.- Madigan (23)
9:30 p.m. - Yo gane al prode, y
usted? (48)
ll p.m.- Union Station (14)
Wednesday
1 p.m.- San Quentin (14)
1:30 p.m. -Sanders of the River
(5)

2:30p.m. -The Affair (7)
7 p.m. -The Shakiest Gun in the
West (23)
8 p.m.- The Anderson Tapes (14)
11 p.m.- The Conspirators (14)

continued from page R-7

It's important, though, to an understanding of this apparently
sacrilegious caricature of God, to remember that the whole adventure is a child's dream. Images from the suburban neighborhood
where the film begins and ends are seen frequently during the
voyages through time, especially the more supernatural episodes (the
Evil One first appears as a game-show host); events and characters
from the boy's studies in history and mythology also seem to play a
part in the fantasy.
In a sense, then, the child's vision of God is a reflection of the
sterile "real-life" world he is forced to inhabit. There only vague
and dogmatic answers are offered .in reply to his searching questions
about the nature of life and death, good and evil. His parents, in
fact, are little more than bored robots who are too concerned with
material prestige to take any interest in their son's ethical and intellectual development. Restricted and ignored in his own home, the
boy's need for companionship, adventure, and moral truth can only
be fulfilled in a world of fantasy.
But Time Bandits should not be scrutinized too closely in that
psychological light. The film's premise is too light-hearted for any
systematic allegory to operate, and the main object is always
laughter, the deflation of puffed-up ideas of all kinds. But placed
alongside the rest of the new genre of fantasy flicks where
tlJOughtlessness seems to be the norm, Time Bandits looks downright
probing,

Time Bandit's is presently showing at the Lobo and Wyoming

Students interested in the
"These courses are designed to
colonial ambitions of nations such
as Greece, Italy, Great Britain, introduce the undergraduate
Holland, France, Spain and student to international area studies
Portugal can enroll in two 20D·level through a cross-disciplinary aphistory courses being offered in the proach." Latin American Institute
spring semester.
Director Gilbert Merkx and Dr,
The courses are being offered Gerald Slavin, director of the UNM
through a project sponsored by the Office of International Programs
University of New Mexico Latin and Services, are co-directors of the
American Institute in conjunction program.
with UNM's Afro-American,
Merkx said, "We'll be inAsian, Latin American, European tergrating the differing viewpoints
and Middle Eastern studies of history, anthropology, political
programs.
science , ~nd .sociolo~. The only
The project titled "Colonialism prereq~tstte ts one t.nt~o~uct~;Y
and .its Legacy" is a new in- , course many of those dtsctphnes,
terdisciplinary project funded by
History
Professors
Peter
the
U.S.
Department
of Bakewell and Jonathan Porter will
Education's Undergraduate be co-instructors for History 22()..
International Studies and Foreign 001. The course will meet Mondays,
Language Program.
Wednesdays and Fridays at 1 p.m.
"Colonialism in the Making of
''The course will discuss both the
the Modern World" will explore theory and practice of colonialism
the beginnings of colonialism and beginning with Greek and Roman
"The Legacy of Colonialism in the colonial enterprises," Merkx said.
Contemporary Worlds" will trace "It will also look at the decline of

Dorm Recipes Are Sought
An intercollegiate guide to food and drink is now in the process of being
compiled.
Recipes from college students across the country are being solicited for
this publication.
A wide variety of food and beverage concoctions which can easily be
prepared in one's own dorm., (i.e. with hotpot, toaster-oven, hot plate,
uncooked, . , , ), is being sought,
The authors of all printed cookery will be recognized in the publication.
Thus with each entry, please list name, school, major and any other
pertinent information.
Please elaborate on: 1, Serving atmosphere (before a football game, preexam stt!dY break, etc ... ); 2.. Quantity served (i.e. ideal for
20 ... 40 . , . ); and 3. Type of consumer, (i.e. dieter, athlete, ... ).
All entries shoulo be submitted to:
Beth Ruekberg
Baldwin House
Smith College
Northampton, MA, 01063

SI'ORTS
Thursday
6 a.m.- Rumba al Mundial (48)
9:30 p.m. - Rumba al Mundial
Saturday
10:20 a.m.- College Football (7)
I p.m. - College Football; UNM
vs. Colorado State ( 14)
I :30 p.m. - Futbol (48)
1:50 p.m.- College Football (7)
2 p.m.- Sportsworld (4)
2:30 p.m. - CBS Sports Saturday

Mike Huiper (left) a volunteer for the Student Veterans Association and Dave Shaykin (right) adjutant of D·A·V· Chapter 32 are
selling forget-me-nots this week in the SUB.

Choruses Festival Brings Zoo
Voices to UNM's Kellar Hall

(13)

II p.m. - Notre Dame Football:
Airforce vs. Notre Dame (14)
Sunday

A free "Festival of Choruses," giving a "Medley of Country and
presented by the University of New Western Songs."
Works by Mozart, Scarletti,
Mexico department of rnusic, will
bring together more than 200 voices Horton, Zimmermann and Buxin Keller Hall, Monday at 8:15p.m. tehude are also included. In all
more than 20 musical selections for
John Clark, assistant professor
choruses will be performed.
of music and director of choral
"One of the things we are trying
activities, said the University
to do is to provide a wide spectrum
Chorus, University Chorale, the of music, including all kinds of
Concert Choir and the Collegiate music from all periods, ranging
Singers will perform.
from classical to pop - you name
"This is something a little dif- it. There will be something for
ferent than what we've done everyone," Clark said.
before," he said. "Between the
Phil Dougharty, graduate
four groups almost every kind of assistant in music, University
musical endeavor will be presen- Chorale conductor and assistant
ted."
conductor of the University
The musical range extends from Chorus, will conduct the University
the Concert Choir performing Chorus and University Chorale.
Clark will conduct the Concert
"Sanctus et Benedictus" by
Palestrina to the Collegiate Singers Choir and the Collegiate singers.

9:45 a.m. - Rumbo AI Mundial
(48)
It a.m. - NFL Football: Broncos
vs, Buccaneers (4)
11 a.m.- NFL Football: Rams vs.
Bengals (13)
Noon- Rumba AI Mundial (48)
2 p.m. - NFL Football: Cowboys
vs, Lions (13)
Munday
5:45 p.m. - Rumb!l AI Mundial
(48)
7 p.m. - NFL Football: Chargers
vs. Seahawks (7)
Wednesday
12:30 p.m.- Rumba AI Mundial
(48)

5:30 p.m. - NBA Basketball:
Houston vs. Boston (14)
9:30 p.m. - Rumba AI Mundial

Literature Sex Course
Available for Spring

(48)

SPECIAI.S
Thursday
II a.m.- Body Human (13)

Noel Fletcher

Friday
7:30 p.m. - Guinness Book of
World Records (7)
8 p.m. ~ More TV Censored
Bloopers (4)
9 p.m.- It's Only Human (4)
Saturdayll:tS p.m.- Kalaupapa:
The Refuge (5)

Monday
8 p.m.- George Burns (4)
9 p.m.- No Place Like Home (5)
9 p.rn. - Loretta Lynn (4)
Tuesday
8 p.m. - All American Ultra Qoiz
(4)

.

. .

. •

9:30p.m. - Mike Wallace Proftles
(13)
Wednesday
8 p.m. - Secrets of the African
Baobab (5)

colonial empires and the growth of
independence movements."
History 220·002 will be taught by
history Professors Robert Kern and
Steven Kramer. It will meet
Tuesday and Thursday atll a.m.
"The focus of this course will be
on the final stages of empire from
1919to 1945, the subsequent rise of
independence movements and the
rise of the Third World," Merkx
said,
Guest speakers and films will also
be used in the two courses. Next
year the program plans to offer
courses on comparative literature
pertaining to colonialism in France,
Germany, Spain, Russia and
England,
"This program is a way of
bridging the gap between all our
areas studies programs at UNM,''
Mcrkx said, "The theme of
colonialism also ties into language
because every colonial power has
imposed its language on conquered
people. So we view this as a real
way of getting people from many
disciplines to work together.".

Artist's Project 'Bookworks' As
More Than Tradsitional Volumes

(48)

Sunday
6 p.m. - The Steeler and the
Pittsburgh Kid (4)

the advent .of neo-colonialism in
modern times,

Penelope Wronski

theaters.

AGreat
Beer
for Those with GreatTaste.
Smooth, satisfying, Herman Joseph's is brewed
L...._~----more expensively..• and tastes it.
We invite you to enjoy...
D•sl ntJulaJ lly
Herman Joseph's 1868.
r
tllc M<tloor <.,umpcmw~
HI:: HOUO:II:. IHA I UUAU IY HUlL I
AIIJlllll.l~H-1Ufl. Now Mell:n;CJ

A class dealing with the study of
sexual relationships of characters in
literature as models of American
character and values, is one of 14
new classes offered for the spring
semester by the American Studies
Department.
The class, Sex, Selfand Ideology,
will discuss the literature of Ernest
Hemingway, F. Scott Fitzgerald
and Norman Mailer and its
relationship of love and sexuality to
individual identity and political
ideology.

lip
~rriee
Pmlde!ntl•l Schol•n Club- Me!!ling Thursday al
7 p.m. In the HonotsCtnter.
G'SA Publlt Admlnlsniiort ..... Ms. Linda Kehoe,
El~Ccu1ive Aida to the Oovc:nors Orl'ice will speak on

~<oovernmenta\ Management'' Thursday at 12:30

p.m. In foam 118 ot Mftchelll-lalf.
lti19B1 Adol~h Goor9 Campnny,Goldcm.Colarada BO<lOl
Brewer Of r::rM Ourttlly lloor5 Smeo 1B7~

NMPIRG - lloard o( Directors meeting will be
held 'thursday evening lit 7:30 p,nr. In room lli~A of
ihcSUD.

American Studies Chairman,
Sam Girgus, who will teach the
course, said symbols in the texts
used are examples of how sexual
attitudes relate to ideology or
sexual politics that can also be seen
in economical, social and cultural
relationships.
Girgus said, "My idea of sex
expresses itself in symbols that are
socially and culturally manipulated.
The course will study that process
in life and go beyond it into new
books."
Other classes offered are:
Cowboy Culture, taught by Stan
Steiner, which examines the
history, myth, and symbol of the
cowboy; and American Media,
taught by David Dunaway, which
explores American culture through
media and media conglomerates,
such as Time Inc. and CBS Inc.
The American Studies Department deals with American
character and culture as a whole
and frequently offers new courses
each semester.

invloved with paper in that they are engaged in altering and expanding
hand-made, cut, crumpled, printed, the concept of the book. "No
will be on view at the University of embossed and coated. Some expand longer content to use books simply
New Mexico Art Museum Saturday the traditional format of the as a vehicle to communicate verbal
through Dec. 18.
printed and bound book.
or pictorial messages, the artists in
Organized by the Franklin
"From the time that story-telling this exhibition have created books
Furnace Archive, Inc. of New passed from the oral tradition to to be viewed as works of art in
York, the exhibition consists of 44 written and printed forms, the art themselves," Bryant Si!id.
books by visual artists in a broad of bookmaking has been an imLocated in the UNM Fine Arts
range of approaches and styles.
portant artistic form," he said. Center, the Art Museum is open
"Meant to be viewed more than "One thinks of such examples as from 10 a.m. to S p.m. and 7 p.m.
read, these include photographic, elaborately illuminated medieval to I0 p.m. Tuesday through Friday,
painterly, sculptural, conceptual Books of Hours, Persian and and from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday
· and narrative books," 'Museum Turkish manuscripts and, more and Sunday.
Director Edward A. Bryant, said. recently, deluxe, limited-edition
Other exhibitions currently on
"In some, language is transformed books with original prints by wellinto visual pun; in others, it known artists such as Picasso and view in the Art Museum include
Lithography in Woodstock and the
becomes part of an overall pat- Matisse."
MA/MFA
Candidates
tern."
During the past two decades, fall
Many of the books are directly artists and writers have been activly exhibition.
An exhibition on Bookworks:
New Approaches to Artists' Books

Satellites 'Wave of the Future'
wrong
damage,
mistakes,
programs, late programs."
Using the satellite transmissions
has replaced all of that, he said, and
the quality of a satellite transmission is "far superior" to tapes
in terms of noise reduction.

Mindy Sch.wab

Satellites are the ''Wave of the
future" in communications,
KUNM's chief announcer said.
Oliver Stone said UNM has
received all of its National Public
Radio material from satellite since
Stone said that major broad1977 when the station acquired its casting companies such as ABC,
equipment. Prior to that,, NBC and Mutual are now
"distribution was a .complex producing satellite programs as
process," he said.
_well.
"They'd send us tapes, we'd use
"ABC has four 24-hour program
them and send them back," he said. services available to the whole
"You can imagine the problems country, and is producing four
with postage and handling more," he said.

"Many companies are offering
any radio format you can think of
- youth, news/talk, country and
adult programs. All of this is
satellite."
Station owners, especially in
small towns, are firing disc jockeys,
program directors, and music
directors in favor of this type of
satellite programming, he said.
Owners are just "operating the
switch,'' he said.
"It's a situation where 12 D.J.'s
will serve the whole United States,"
Stone said. "A return to network
radio is what it really is.''

Costa Rica Literary Lecture Set for Today
"Literary Blackness in Costa
Rica: The Works of Quince
Duran" is the title of a lecture to be
given today at noon at the
University of New Mexico Student
Union Building, Room 2SO A-B ..

Dr. June Carter of the UNM
modern and classical languages
dep~tment will give the lecture, the
fourth in a series of luncheon
lectures called the Latin American
Concilium.

Sponsored by the UNM Student
Organization for Latin American
Studies, the lecture is free and open
to the public. The final. lecture in
the series will be given Dec. 4 by Dr.
.John 1. Johnson, editor of the
Hispanic
Review.

Jailer Held Hostage
A spokesman in the sheriffs
JEFFERSON, N.C.- Prisoners
at the Ashe County Jail were department in adjacent Wilkes
holding the Jefferson police chief County said radio traffic indicated
and the county jailer hostage several hostages were initially
Wednesday night and demanding a seized. He said authorities were not
able to contact the Ashe County
car, authorities said ..
Police Chief Tony Black and Jail by radiu.
jailer Gibb Johnson were among
Ashe County is located in the
several hostages who Were taken
North
Carolina
about 6:30 p.rn. EST, officials said. nt~rthwest
All but Black and Johnson were mountains about 20 miles from the
Virginia border.
later released.

'.

American

Historical

Other Latin American studies
activities planned for November
and December at UNM include a
lecture on Mexico's changing
agricultural policies Nov. IS at 3
p.m. at the UNM Latin American
Institute, 801 YaleNE.
Argentine poet Hecor Chincota
will be on the UNM campus Nov.
25 to lecture to classes in the
Spanish division of the modern and
classical languages department.
The annual meeting of the New
Mexico Consortium on Latin
America will be held at UNM Dec.4
andS.
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Sports

Arts

Basketball Opens Year
Against Chinese Team

Broadway Jaycee's Jazz Club Swings Into The Tamarind
Rob Steinberg
A lot of jazz fans have been
wondering whatever happened to
the Broadway Jaycees. Those were
the folks who valiantly struggled to
create a viable downtown jazz club
out of the funky old Mirror Lounge
at Broadway and Marquette. After
many months of fundraising,
remodeling, and wrestling with
rcsrictive
liquor laws,
the
ressurection of this legendary jazz
spot wns abruptly halted when the
building's owner sold it out from
under them.
Stunned and frustrated, the
Jaycees' organizers retreated to
plan anew, With the goal in mind of

•

I

providing a warm and friendly
atmoshere for good music in the
downtown area, several months
were spent scouting other locations.
What they found was finally
revealed to members and invited
guests at a general meeting and
party October 22.
It's the Tamarind Restaurant,
located in the First Plaza Galleria at
2nd and Tijeras. The Tamarind,
like
most
of
downtown
Albuquerque, had been rolling up
the sidewalks at sunset until approached with the idea of lending
its space to jazz. New owner
Jeanette Shield has a reputation as
a superb hostess through her Le

Chantilly pastry and catering
business, By combining the
Tamarind's central location, fine
foods and full-service bar with the
Jaycees' support of musicians and
organizing talent, a marriage has
been formed that can only be
benificial to all local lovers of jazz,
Those attending the meeting were
enthralled with the spacious and
attractive furnishings, including the
lithograph-lined walls from the
restaurant's namesake, the famous
Tamarind Institute. The overall
picture is about as different from
the old Mirror Lounge as a limosine
is from a boxcar, and no one was
heard to complain over their clams

and chile stew. The acoustics and
stage view are suprisingly good, and
the crowd responded warmly to the
familiar and captivating sounds of
Hari Hamilton, John Blackburn,
Chuck Coulter and Ken Battat.
The musical surprise of the
evening was fashioned by Brian
Dorr, a remarkably adept and fluid
player of The Stick, a relatively new
and uncommon ten-string instrument that sounds like a cross
between electric keyboards and
guitar. Dorr is living in the
Albuquerque area for the next few
months and is well worth hearing if
you get the chance,
While that successful evening was

.
t 1mes staiTing
Miller High life
''Must be

a

.P~QShl11an.''

/

designed to both iron out any
problems and introduce members
of the Tamarind, the true grand
opening is set for Saturday night,
Performing will be Chuck Colter's
CC and the MJ's, a twelve piece
Rhythm & Blues and Jazz band that
includes many well-known local
musicians. Featured will be the
vocal trio of Alma's Joan Griffin,
ex"Modulator Kathy Gutierrez, and
former Jolly Rodger Diana Martel.
The public is welcome and the
Club will be open every weekend
thereafter. There is a $3.00 cover
charge for non-members, but you
can join the Broadway Jaycee's and
get in free at the door.

Dancin' Tonight
At Club Rodey's
Dancescape
Steve Sandoval
Ballet, flamenco dances, a dance
on stilts, modern contemporary
dances. What is all this you ask?
It is all part of "Dancescape,"
the UNM dance department faculty
fall dance concert which will be
held Nov. 12 though 14 and 19
through 21.
For six nights many different
types of dance will be presented by
members of the dance faculty and
UNM dance department students.
All of the works in "Dancescape" are choreographed by the
faculty members.
Faculty members with dance
pieces in ''Dancescape" are Judith
Bennahum, Lee Connor, Eva
Encinias, Billie Mahoney, Eric
Nesbitt and Jennifer Predock.
Ms. Bennahum's piece is entitled
"Firebird" and features UNM
dance student Valentina Fay.
Connor's piece is entitled "My
One and Only." The contemporary
dance features Peggy Birge as a
flirtacious woman while her partner, James Albaugh, patiently
allows her to get friendly with the
audience. The piece is set to George
Gershwin's music.
Ms. Encinias will present a
traditional flamenco dance in
"Tangos de Malaga." She will be
accompanied by her husband
Donald Encinias and Denise
Thurmeier.
Ms. Mahoney will present a
tap/jazz piece entitled "Tribute to
Harry Warren."
Eric Nesbitt will present a ballet
piece entitled "Project I." "Project
I" is Nesbitt's first piece which he
choreographed. Valentina Fay,
Celene Gonzales, Gerri Mannion,
Kathy Honeycutt, Lise McDermott
and Nesbitt will perform in
"Project I."
Ms. Predock will choreograph
two pieces, one called "Home" and
a stilts dance appropriately called
"Above It."

'1981 Beer Brewed by Mrller Brewrng Co . Mrlwaukee. Wrs.

Ed MuehS<Im

Tim Riveria (behind) holds fellow wrestler Tim Gould (front), preventing his escape during yesterday's wrestling practice. The team is preparing for their first meet of the season this weekend in
Oklahoma.

Students can still get free tickets
to see the University of New Mexico
men's basketball team tonight in an
exhibition game against a touring
Chinese national team.
Fewer than 1000 of the allocated
3600 student tickets were claimed
by mid-day Wednesday. Unclaimed
student t.ickets are being offered to
the general public at regular prices
today, but students may still get
them free by presenting a student
ID card.
Tickets are available at the
southeast corner of University
Arena until game time, or until the
arena is sold out.
Coach Gary Colson's only
'scouting report' comes from Lobo
volleyball coach Mike Hebert, who
saw the Chinese play at the World
Games and reported a strong squad
that passes well and has good
shooters. "They're bigger than you

"Home" is a modern dance that
symbolizes the relationship between
a mother and daughter, and a
father and son. Peggy Birge and
Eva Encinias are the dancers.
"Above It" is a dance perfor mea
on stilts by Ms. Predock and James
LinnelL
"Dancescape'' is one of six
events offered this year by the
UNM Theatre arts department.
Ticket prices for ''Dancescape"
are $3 for faculty, staff, students
and .senior citizens. The non-faculty
and non-student ticket price is $4.
Season ticket holders can attend
"Dancescape" with their season
pass.
Tickets can be purchased at the
Fine Arts 'box office in advance and
•the night of the show.
The everting of dance begins at 8
p.m. all six nights at Rodey Theatre
in the Fine Arts Center.

Wrestlers Open Season Against NAJA Champs
Steve Kin~
The University of New Mexico
wrestling team opens their season in
Edmonds, Oklahoma with a dual
meet against the Central State
Bronchos Saturday.
The Lobos are coming off of a
somewhat dissapointing season last
year where they had a 2-4 d.ual meet
record and the best finish in a
tournament was a second place in
the Lobo Open.
There were several individuals
who sparkled last year and Coach
Bill Dotson is fortunate to have all
but one of them returning. Kevin
Jackson
won
the
WAC
heavyweight crown last year but
will go at 190 pounds this year. He
was voted the team's most outstanding wrestler.
Mike Baker will return to wrestle
at 142 pounds after a 22-9 season,

Turkey Trot Set
The UNM intramurals Department and Miller Lite Beer will cosponsor the fifth annual Turkey
Trot run Saturday, Nov. 21, at 9
a.m. at the north golf course.
Entries are due by 5 p.m. Nov. 20
in the intramurals office, room 230
Johnson Gym. Entry fees are$3 per
person in advance, $4 the day of the
race.
Turkeys will be rewarded to first
place finishers in each age category,
with chickens and Cornish game
hens going to second and third
place finishers. Prizes will also be
available to the person who guesses
the first place time, and !-shirts will
be given to the first 200 entrants,
A jogging clinic will be offered to
prepare for the run Nov. 19 at 7
p.m. in room 120 of Johnson Gym.
For more information, call the
intramurals department at 2775151.
Where can I go if I want information on job placement?
Career Services, Mesa Vista Hall
2131, X2531.

including 15-4 at his present weight.
Baker was last year's captain, took
first place and was named the
outstanding wrestler tournament in
the Mountain Intercollegiate
Wrestling Association (MIW A)
tournament and finished in second
place in theW AC.
However, UNM lost Clarence
Laster, who won the Lobo Open
and took second in the western
regional.
Brad Bitterman, Tim Harris and
Evans Brantley will put the Lobos
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Test Pre:par<lfion Speelafi'sts
SlliCl! 1938
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265-2524

Harris will go at 177 and also
made Division II All-American at
Northern Michigan. The senior
from Waukishau, Wisconsin will
give the team some much-needed
help at that weight.

Brantley may be the key to the
New Mexico fortunes, however.
The 6-4, 260 pounder was a twotime NCAA qualifier at Rhode
Island and is as Dotson put it "one
of the best heavyweights I've seen."
Dotson feels that it is a bit early
in the year to have a dual meet but
added it to the schedule because of
a cancellation. The Broncos may be
to tough to handle since they are the
defending NAJA champions and
have five national champions
returning.

ONE
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SUNGLASS HD'QTS
Prescr1p11on le-nses Made

from Vour Old Glasses

•

Rav·&on aloL Goggles

Casey Optical Co.
(l doors west ol Your Drug}
A366 Lqma s at W oshlng Ion
265·8!.46

CENTRAL
INTELLIGENCE
AGENCY
EMPLOYMENT
Unique professional op·
portunities arc av:.ilahle for
those students graduating in
June or August l!lll2 in the
following fields:

Elt•clrical &
Ek·ctronic Engilwt·ring
)11cc:hanical Enginct·ring
~ucll•ar ~nginePring

Com pu it'r Scienct•
l'h\'sic~

• Poiitieal Scit•llt'<'
"'Foreign Language:;
(Hus;i:~n, Chincst•,
Arabic)
• Foreign An•a Studies
• Intcrn:~\innal Hl'latinm
Geography
Phntogrammclry
• Graduate Students
Preferred
All assignments arc in
Langley, Virginia. Sollie
rcc1uire foreign travel. U.S.
citizenship is required.

· Buy One Get One Free. Your choice with the
purchase of Quarter Pounder, Quarter Pounder
with Cheese, Big Mac, Chicken McNuggets,
Chicken Sandwich, Filet·o-Fish.
Please present coupon when ordering.
coupon per customer, per vislt.

Limlt one
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Valid until Nov. 30, 1981
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______ _______ _
Good only at lhe Yale
and Central store .
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Colson is particularly pleased
with Smith's progress since last
season. "Any time Phil is in there,
things will be happening," Colson
predicted.
The game will start at 7:35 p.m.
There will be no television re-play,
but KOB Radio, 770 on the AM
dial, will carry the game live with
Mike Roberts doing the play-byplay announcing.

Et'Oi'l(Jinit·~

II

MSKP • NAT'L MED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX., VOE

in the position to win some tournaments this season. Bitterman is a
two-time All-American who
transfered from Northern Michigan
and will wrestle at 167 pounds
where the Lo bos have been a bit
weak in the past.

might expect," Colson said.
The visitors will start a quintet a
total of II inches taller than UNM's
lineup of Phil Smith at point guard
with Mark Snow at center, Tim
Fullmer and Larry Tarrance at the
forwards and Don Brkovich at the
other guard position. Smith and
Tarrance are the only returning
starters.

..

.

SEND RESUME TO:
P.O. Box lONS,
Edgemont Branch,
Golden, Colorado 80+01
lU<;SUMES
MUST BE MAILED
BY 18 NOVEMBER 1981

AN EQUAL
{) l'PO lri'U NI TY
EMI'LOYEH
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WANTEI> Ft:MAU: CC)\1PANION to keep me
Warm for the winler, must h~ve Q good sense of
hurnor. Would prefer a 10, will scllle for a 5. Call
J'ranklin n! 277-4891. An equal opporlunlcy em·
plo~er.
11/12
KARI>N: I u;rr my kazoo in my kar last night.
Karlos.
11123
YOU DON'T IIAVE to ski to go Ia Red River! Enjoy
this mountain Playground for only $4l.OO, Dee, 4·6.
Caiii!77-2336.
1213

1. Personals
A('('llltAH: INFOIIMATION AIIOUT cOil·
traceptlon, sterilization, .~bortlon. '!light to Choose.
294·0171.
tfn
COI.Il • A l.ARG" bowl of wh~t. Large chile (red or
green) $1.25, Po!olc $1.25, BetiJI~ .65. Casu Del Sol
in the New Mexico Swdcnt Union.
tfn
I'Ht:GNANCY n;STING & ('QtJNSt;UN<;. Phone
247-9819.
tfn
JIASSI'ORT AND mENlWICATION photos. 3 for
$6.()(1'! 1. owes! prices in town! Fast, plenslug, short
walk m UNM. Call 265·2444 or 'ome to 123
Welle,lc)' S.E., bctwc.cn Uirnrd nnd Carlisle, conwr
tfn
ur Silver.
CHINESE nn·n;T. CIIEAI' All you can eat. t.unch
$1A5, ;uppcr$4.50, Sunday Urunch$3.00. Jao-Jao's
tfn
Place, ~!XlO Ceutrai Ave. S.l:.
('()NTA<'TS·I'OI.ISIIIN(!, SOI.UTIONS Casey
Clpucal Company on Lomas just west ofWashington.
tfn
WE IIOT UISTIIIIIUTOilS. Prescription eyeglass
frame' (lrccnwich Village (Lennon styles), gold
r.imlm. $54.50 (reguiur $65.00), Pay L.e.ss Opticians,
~007 Mcn:wl N.E., ncross from La Belles.
tfn
\VRI"l ERS· ('ON('EI'TIONS SOliTHWICST is now
a<ecptlng literary submissions for its spring 1982
i"ue Uting pomy, fiction, non-fiction, plays, etc. 10
Marrun Hall, Room Dt. Ail submissions must be
!'1pcll and hmc omue, ndr.lrcss, phone on each ph."Cc.
b1dmc >clf·!iddresml stamped envelope if you wish
tn h."c your W\>rk rclumcd. UNM students, facul!y,
,t.Jtl a11d uiunuu only. Deadline Dec. 4. No more than
ll\e pie<cs per writer please.
tfn
\' 0\1F'i'S lll':t\I,TJI SEIIVIO; UNM. Stud em
llcalth <"enter Annual c~ums for Pt\l'S, ~on
ll•h;cpth111, abortion counseling an<! other
~)nc~ol\lgil.'aher>il.'c>. ~77·3136.
tfn
Fl"i1\'ICIAL All) S!lllRCK~ guaranteed for every
'tuucm ur your money buck. Write Southwest
~'hola"h'P S~r•i~e\; 1'.0. Uox 14805 Alb~quorque,
""" MeXI'O 87191 for more tO formation.
11113
'iU:Il CASH ~"AST. Sell your maga7inc1, science
h,:lion t,t,Ok\ nnd rccmc.h Dl •-: Prh.:e Books,
t·m,chU) at ccmr:tl.
11'17
~IH Olll!ll S CONH:MI'OIIAIIY AND Cla.i;ical
nm''' rcu11ding., nt tc:t!onable pri~cs, Rainbow
I'I:~Cc, <<S W~lliiUng Nli, 9-6.
Ill 12
l·.ATI!'<GIW!;JGIIT·l.OSS Group, beslnning
\lonua\, IO·J6.SI. 4.5:15 p.m.. Dr. Goodlivc, 2561~~1
ll/13
("(I()IIIJI'IATOIIS "'H\llf:n FOil Jerry Apodaca
hll l"nucd Stutcl Senate. Call 277·2328 or 262·1406
l<>r further mformation.
11116
ltiC;I( l'"if.IIGY SI'IRl'U"iA 100 per cent
pntcnllle~ fmm li>ht force. 243·0309.
11116
C'OMI'l'Ttll FAll! SATI.!JU>AY Nov. 14 lOam to
l>tun (''"" A1111itonum. Sec the latest computer
etJIIIJ'InerU.J•RE!•.
IJIJ3
l't.A\' l>l'I'I.I('An; IIHmm; Nonsmoking pairs
'>und<ll,, team• Mondays, 7pm. llob's 1420 Carlisle
'll·, nurnher 209. 266·9147 for partnm.
I 1!23
I'HII'I.E WANTF.Il TO participate in study of
•mduur~ pcu;eplion. Ages 18-24 and 60-80. $5.00,
lhr ,aJ12"-~101.
11116
llA "'"'l H)ll CAN meet me ut lJNM dnnce club's
n><~'n rntl part)' friday, November IJ In the SUB
llalhnum. 7:30 I'M. You don't C\CII have to be a
~l•er' I ,0'~5andy.
1111~

MORE THAN BAGS

2. Lost& Found
FOUNIJ AT UNM l'olice Station, 11·9, lon~·haired
gray cat: looks Persian. Will person who turned it in
please contuct me; no recriminations. 299-17n, 1-4
p.m..
11/18
liLliE JACKF,T FOUNU in Marron Hall, room 106,
5:30p.m., Mon., 11/10.
11/17
FOUND- DAI,MATIAN n:MAI.I.': 2·3 year; old,
Very Iovin~, very pretty, Please claim. Call Vicki 8n3134 or leave mcssage277-J836.
11/16
MAX WAIII.QUIST, I'ICK up your student 1.0. ~~
131 Marron Hall.
tfn
fOUNll: s~;T OF KEYS on miniature thong, Near
old Psych Lecture Hall. Claim atiJI Marron Hall.
tfn
FOliNI> KEYS ON small fliJrnop with lillie mixing
bowl. C:lnim Room 131 Marron Hall.
tfn
FOUNll: BROWN, NYI,ON duffel bug, cigarette
t.:usc, green glove, pair of sunglasses, small coin purse,
tonoiiNhcii colored barcllc, mao's browu sweater.
Claim at lliology, Room 173.
tfn
('{.AIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. dally.
tfn

3. Services
Glii"I'AII l.t:SSONS, INSTJIUMF.NTS and reoJais.
Marc'< Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E. 265·33 15.
tfn
TYI'ING- •'AST, ACCURATB reasonable, cassette
transcription. 247-2583.
1.1113
TYI'ING·
I'AI'BRS,
R~;SUMt:S,
Stored
magnetkally. 247·0300.
11120
TYI'ING • Sl11lmNTIIIUSINF.SS, including
statisticalttcchnical.
llcnsonable,
experienced,
compctem, 296-6299.
11130
PROFESSIONAl. T\'I'ING II\' llnglish/MA aditor,
Van experience with dissertations, papers. Editing
aYailablc. 266-9550.
11124
A· I TYI'IST, T~:RM papers, rcsumes,299-8970,
11130
QA TYPING SERVlet:: a complete typing and
«liloriul system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic, charts and tables. 345·2125.
tfn
HOM~; TYPING St:IIVICE. Retired Ensllsh
professor. Spelling, gramnmr. confidentiality
guaranteed. 29Z-343l.
11125
fORU:GN CAliS, AM.:RICAN ~ars and trucks.
Maintenance and tune-up. Same day service Karl at
242·4080.
ll/ll
\VF; SKI TOO, Crim-country ski rentals at The
Hal'ard Uikc House 131 HarvardSB 255·8808. 11111
PROF.F.SSIONAL TYPING IJONF. • 75 cents per
11112
double-spaced page. 898·6118 after S p.m.
JIII)E AWAV ••• IN a to~y adobe guesthouse in
beautiful Chimayo. Bed and breakfast only $28 for
two (November rate). La Posada De Chimayo: 3514605.
11/19

Men's Vest Sweaters
only $8.99
:\11m, • Fri. 10 • 6 jl.m. Sal. 9 • 5 p.m.

101 Cornell S.E.

TYPING 75 CENTS/I'AGI\, 296-4998, campus,
afternoons, 277·6J50,
I il20
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES 265-9082.
ll/20
'H'I'ING • WORD I'ROCt:SSING: Carbon ribbon;
11/13
seiecilon of type styles. 881·6879.
COMPUTER CONSULTANT· STUDENT rates.
Confused, which personal computer is right for you,
Call Wm. Shuffield 84)·61 SZ, keep trying,
11/13
PROFESSIONAl, TYPING DONE 75 cents per
double spaced page 898·6118 (after 5:00pm). 11/16
IMI'ROVE GRADES-SUPERLEARNING, teaches
memory, speedrcading, recall, public speaking, study
habits, ends exam stress. S week course by J,C,
Palmar, Ph.D. $58.00, for more info caii265·4Z86,
Freedom University.
11/17
I'ROFESSIONAL TYPING.
REASONAIILE.
Extensive secretarial experience, Business overflow
typing my speciality. IBM Selectric Ill. C~ii 299·
6256/299·Z676,
11/17
THESES, .DISSEIITATIONS, PROPOSALS edited
CST tutoring Jan Grover, 265-6094.
11/2
TYPING, El>lTING, GltAPI·UCS, Dep~nda~le
tlwsis. dissertation services, TypArt. Ginger, Carolyn
262-1865,
11/ZS

4. Housing
HIE CITAnt;J... SUI'J;;HII loca.tion near UNM and

downtown. Bus service every JO minUtes. I bedroom
or efficiency, from $205. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchcn with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243-2494. tfn
~:NORMOUS, QUIET, T\VO-IIIiDROOM furnished
townhouse apt., fireplace, 9ft. closets, $350, utllltle.s
paid, no pets, childrc11, 247-8724,
tfn
HOUSESITH:II: I AM looking for an apnrtmenl or
house to hOuscsit during spring semester (or earlier).
Excellent references and enjoy gardening and yar·
dwork. Catherine, 242.7228.
tfn
FOR IU:NT: EFFICU:NCY apartment, 1410 Girard
NE, $18Sin•o., all utilities pa.id. fully furnishedsecurity locks and laundry facilities. Please call before
6:1Xl in the evening, 266-8392.
tfn
ONE-IIAI,t' lll.OCK ~'ROM .campus,. nice :1. BR
furnished apartment, 898-0921.
tfn
CIIAI'ARRAI. AI'ARTM~:NTS- CLOSE to UNM
and TVI. Large 1 bedr11om, large ~ilchen includes
dilhwasher, recreation rvom, laundry room, extra
storage, electronic security system. 521 Spruce S.E.
No childicn or pets. Utilities paid. 842-1864.
1212
nvo m;nnooM APARTMENT, unfurnished,
Carpet, drapes, uishwasher. Central and Wyoming,
near bt•~line. $200/month, plus utilities. Call 2773527 or26S-1483.
11112
t'EMAU: llOOMMATf. FOR beautiful house In
Corrales, non-smoker, quiet • prefer early thirties,
$187 .SO, 898-7745.
I 1112
l'n; TWO l'l.ACt:S for rent: !·bedroom apartment;
storefront. Any reasonable offer totalin~ $175 accepted for either unit. Robert, 242·4777.
11/13
GET IIIP, G~:T high, get an apartment. Several near
UN~l, one bedroom. 247-8647.
ll/13
NON-SMOKING FEMALE roommate wanted to
share 3-bcdroom 2-bath apartment with )'oung
married couple. Private room and bath. SI2S.OO per
month, all utilities included. Lomas.Tramway area.
29Z·S436.
I 1116
ONt: Dt:nHOOM FURNlSIIBD ap. all utilities paid,
Unique design and brand new .condition. Near UNM
190.00 per month. NQ children, pets. Phone 2SS·
3265.
11/16
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8. Miscellaneous
I IIUY Cl.ASS rings, gold, silver, jewelry, evenings,
255·4838.
li/24
WOOL .PANTS HEAVYWEIGHT gen~ine military
issue. Also used night and field jackets and parkas
from $30.00. Kaufmans, A Ileal Army-Navy Store,
504 YaleS.E., 256-0000.
11112

9. Las N oticias
R,C. GORMA~ Japanese wood blocks will be
c'hibitcd in the CasaDeSoi from i'lo1'4•De~4. 11112
llNM STUDENT HEALTH Center CPR classes.
Limited enrollment. Call277·3136.
tld3
•·uNK AND 1)15('0 in the Subway Station with
Southside tmd d.j. Jams Unlimited. Friday and
Saturday, Nov. 13th and 14th, 9:00 p.m. to 1:00
a.m .• ro more information call217-4506.
11113
MICilAJ:I, ANTHONY ANU Jhc Lovely Leslce will
perform tl!eir magic actlln Friday, Nlll', 13th, from
12 lo I o'dock noon alth~ Sub Fountain. l'ree ad·
mission kids invited.
Jl/13
ltOCK AND ROLl, Dance November211t fromB:OO
p.m.-1:00 a.m. Featurit!g "Visitors Entrance" &:
"Nightwing" DJ "Jams Unlimited." Admis~lon
$2,00 for UNM TVI & U of A students $3,00 general.
First200studentsget in free.
11/18
f:IGtiT BALl, Bll..l.AIIUS Tournament Noven1bcr
20th from 7:00 p.m.-10~00. at the Sub Ciames arc.\.
Cash awarded interested? Sign-up at games area
counter.
11/18
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 German district
5 Station
9 Devotee
12 Mixture
13Agaln
14 River: Sp.
15 Swaggers
17 Three-toed
sloth
18 sum up
19 Bird's home
21 Contests
23 Nero, et al
27 Exist
28 Prospera's
sprite
29 Diving bird
31 Cry
34 Tantalum
symbol
35 Harvesters
38 Pronoun
39 Goal
41 Tear
42 Desert spots
44 Pronoun
46 Wanders
48 Jacket part
51 Expired
52 High mountain
53 Part of "to
be"
55 Stylish
59 Diocese
60 Wise person
62 Memoran63 Weight of
India
64 Walked on
65 Cabbage
dish
DOWN
1 Distress signal

2 High: Mus.
3 Ventilate
4 Orunkard
5 Out of date
6 Preposition
7 Ocean
8 Branch
9 Racks
10 Assistant
11 Bows
16 Bank
employee
20 Snared
22Hebrew
month
23 Doom
24 Asian land
25 Roman gods
26 Petition
30 Norwegian
coins
32 Hebrew
measure
33 Girl's nickname
36 Intention

1

1 slice cheese pizza w/

• Ask for your student discount

dum

11 • per word per day for five or more consecutive days

Marr<>n Hall,

NEErH:D TltANSPORTATION TO get to New
York or Texas or California or anywhere in the
U.S.A.'/ Cali AAACON Auto Transport at ~45·0827,
This is nolfor employment.
11/19
NOVEMBER ISlh J)EADUNE Enrn .three hours
Fine Arts Credit during Christmas Break. Two meals
daily, five shows including RSC in. residenco.
includes airfare, twin-bedded rooms. Details 2927193.
11116
IF YOU WANT s~>meoneto "get you on a slow boat
to China" why not advertise in the Daily Lobo. Ifn

I
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7. Travel

Another Great Offer From

I

I

MENS "26 INCH Schwinn •. wide tir~s, indestructible.
Best offer. 265-3994, after l :30 p.m.
ll/17
1976 FIAT 131,45,000 miles, good condltlon,.$2,260
or make offer, 293.1396.
11/17
PEUGEOT. 24171o" • P~NIOE • 12 spped • pearl
white helmet- p~mp- lock - bag. cover •. $525.00,
268-1634.
11/17
DOWN SKI Ji\CKt:T, Medium, Hardly worn, $75
negotiatle, Z42·3741,
11/17
SURPLUS Jt:EP VALUE $3094, sold for $33. Call
602-941·8014, ex!, 9Z4 for information on buying,
ll/11
tn2 HONDA Cll500-4, Must sell, call296-9223.
11/19
1973 V
SQUAREBACK, new brakes, clutch,
ahemalor, ~enerator, good condition, Price
negotiable, Caii266-Z19Z Rob or268-5573 Pam.
11/13
FOil SALE STEREO:. Sansui Amp SSw·ch,
Te~hniq~es Turntable, llBL J wa)' ~peakcrs. $600
Caii881-633Z after 5:00pm.
11/16
1968 MQRI.f.LINEII U x 50. Low down and take
over payments, Rich 242-0~45.
11113
BICYCU; SAU:: 10 PERCENT off on all bicycles
over $300. Sale ends Nov. 28th, R.C. Hallell'>, 300
YaleSE, 268·5697.
11/13
Cl.()Sf. IN 2 Rt:DilOOM puel>lo style, vlgas, 1925
sq. ft. $83,500 Living room, dining roonl, plus ig,
family room with Wllodst(lve, LoW down, call
Charlotte BZI-4432, eve. :92-0351.
11113
WE IIOT DISTRliiUTOilS Prescription eyeglass
frames, Greenwich Village (Lennlln styles), gold,
rimlm. $54.50 regular $65.00 Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Menaul N.E. across from La Belles.
tfn
t'OR SALE 1979 K 2750 6300 miles $1500 or best
11118
offer. 26S-2764,
CAR sn:R~;o HARlli.Y used, S47S invested, 6
months old s~crifice for $235 or best offer, All offers
considered. My loss; your gain. Caii296-67S4. I II 18
PONTIAC I,EMANS •:XCEI,LENT condillon 2961689.
11/18
QUEENSIZE WATEIIIIEU BRAND name
everything included, three months old. $150.00 2660614.
11/18
FIVE GAU.ON TIN and plastic buckets, #10 cans,
#2 one-half cans, one gallon plastic and glass jars.
l>'M Uni11n Food Service 277-2811.
11118
Rt:CONiliTIONED USED BIKF.S: new centurions
on sale: prompt, expert repairs at the Har1ard Bike
House, 137 Harvard SE 255·8808
11/18
GREAT FR.:ESTYI.t; SKATES excellent parts!
$90.00 277-3483.
11/18
••tAT 128 SI'ORT Sl, good gas mllcageSSOO.OO. 277·
3483 1t4S Columbia NE.
11118
ACOUSTIC 124 Gullar Amp. WEQ reverb ma$1er
$450,00. lbnmez electric guitar. $300.00 268-35Z2
After6:00p.m..
11/18
CITY ROOKS BUV, !ell trade 139 Harvard SE 265·
0285 Hours Mon- Sat10-6Sunl-S
11/18

RESI'ONSIIILE; MOTHER LOCATED rtear campus
is willing to babYsit. Call Lynn 242-0245.
11/13
ltAISE ~'UNHS FOR ACORN this Saturday in
community tag day. Make $20,$30 for the day. Call:
f247-9792 from 9:00-3:00 or8:()(),10:00 p.m.. 11/18
GAIN BUSINESS EXPERIENCE in . Creative
Personal Sales, Marketing, and Finance in Nortwestern Mutual Life's Collese Internship Program.
Earn $10-$12hourworking Oexible partllme. Call Jill
at 883-5360 for more Information.
11118
FEMALE GRADUATt; ASSISTANT: Applicants
being sought for Residence Hall Oraduale A55istant
In Women's Residence Hall for 1982 spring semester.
E•~rn single room, board, $244. per month and receive
tuition waiver. Apply Associate Dean of Students
Office, La Posada Hall. DeadlineNovember30,198J,

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

_____ i

Do you nt!ed a lift?
Do you have the wheels?

5. For Sale.

I'ART-TIME JOD afternoons and evenings. Must be
able to work friday and Saturday nights. Mus! be 21
years old. Apply i.n person, no phone calls, please.
Savcway Liquor Slores at 5104 Lomas NE, 5516
Menaul NE.
tfn

.:.=,Putt·~ Goll8 Games®r-----uNMst~de~tspe~;"

1

•·oR RENT, 3 o•:nROOM house with ~tudy, l'enced
backyard, quiet neighborhood. Close to bus. lines.
Available Dec, 19-i\ug, I, 293-1396,
I 1/17
HOUSEMAn::
NONSMOKER;
IIOFF·
MANTOWN $135.00 plus utilltie• ..292·.1080. 1)/.18

Answer to Monday's Puzzle

37 Depresses
40 Ladle
43 Compass pt.
45 Tellurium
symbol
47 Helped
48 Young girl
49 Toward she!~

ter
50 Final
54 Deface
56 The sun
57 As written:
Mus.
58 Evergreen
61 Proceed

1

